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Most weather forecasts are made by computer,
and some of these forecasts are further enhanced
by humans. Computers can keep track of myriad
complex nonlinear interactions among winds, temperature, and moisture at thousands of locations
and altitudes around the world — an impossible
task for humans. Also, data observation, collection,
analysis, display and dissemination are mostly automated.
Fig. 20.1 shows an automated forecast. Produced
by computer, this meteogram (graph of weather vs.
time for one location) is easier for non-meteorologists
to interpret than weather maps. But to produce such
forecasts, the equations describing the atmosphere
must first be solved.
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Figure 20.1
“Practical Meteorology: An Algebra-based Survey
of Atmospheric Science” by Roland Stull is licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. View this license at
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/ . This work is
available at https://www.eoas.ubc.ca/books/Practical_Meteorology/

Two-day weather forecast for Jackson, Mississippi USA, plotted
as a meteogram (time series), based on initial conditions valid
at 12 UTC on 31 Oct 2015. (a) Temperature & dew-point (°F),
(b) winds, (c) humidity, precipitation, cloud-cover, (d) rainfall
amounts, (e) thunderstorm likelihood, (f) probability of precipitation > 0.25 inch. Produced by US NWS.
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INFO • Alternative Vertical Coordinate
Eqs. (20.1-20.7) use z as a vertical coordinate, where
z is height above mean sea level. But local terrain elevations can be higher than sea level. The atmosphere
does not exist underground; thus, it makes no sense
to solve the meteorological equations of motion at
heights below ground level.
To avoid this problem, define a terrain-following coordinate σ (sigma). One definition for σ is
based on the hydrostatic pressure Pref(z) at any height
z relative to the hydrostatic pressure difference between the earth’s surface (Pref bottom) and a fixed pressure (Pref top) representing the top of the atmosphere:
				

σ=

0.4
0.6
z

0.8

70
85

Figure 20.A.

Numerical weather forecasts are made by solving Eulerian equations for U, V, W, T, rT, ρ and P.
From the Forces & Winds chapter are forecast
equations for the three wind components (U, V, W)
(modified from eqs. 10.23a & b, and eq. 10.59):
∆U
∆U
∆U
∆U
					
= −U
−V
−W
∆t
∆x
∆y
∆z

85

(20.1)

∆ Fz turb (U )
1 ∆P
− ·
+ fc · V −
∆z
ρ ∆x

0.2

101

20.1.1. The Equations of Motion

Pref ( z) − Pref top
Pref bottom − Pref top

Pref bottom varies in the horizontal due to terrain elevation (see Fig. 20.A) and varies in space and time due
to changing surface weather patterns (high- and lowpressure centers). The new vertical coordinate σ varies from 1 at the earth’s surface to 0 at the top of the
domain.
The figure below shows how this sigma coordinate varies over a mountain. Hybrid coordinates (Fig. 20.5) are ones that are terrain following
near the ground, but constant pressure aloft.
If σ is used as a vertical coordinate, then (U, V)
are defined as winds along a σ surface. The vertical
advection term in eq. (20.1) changes from W·∆U/∆z to
σ· ·∆ U / ∆ σ , where σ· ·∆
is U
analogous
to a vertical veloci/∆σ
ty, but in sigma coordinates. Similar changes must be
made to most of the terms in the equations of motion,
which can be numerically solved within the domain of
0 ≤ σ ≤ 1.
σ
Pref top = 1 kPa
0.0

		

20.1. SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF FORECASTING
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Although sigma coordinates avoid the problem of
coordinates that go underground, they create problems for advection calculations due to small differences between large terms.

(20.3)

∆ Fz turb (W )
1 ∆ P ′ θv p − θv e
+
·g−
∆z
Tve
ρ ∆z

From the Heat Budgets chapter is a forecast equation for temperature T (modified from eq. 3.51):
∆T
∆T
∆T
 ∆T

					
= −U
−V
−W 
+ Γd 
∆x
∆y
∆t
 ∆z

−

(20.4)

*
1 ∆ z rad Lv ∆ rcondensing ∆ Fz turb (θ)
+
−
∆z
Cp
ρ · Cp ∆ z
∆t

From the Water Vapor chapter is a forecast equation (4.44) for total-water mixing ratio rT in the air:
					
∆ rT
∆r
∆r
∆r
(20.5)
= −U T −V T −W T
∆t
∆x
∆y
∆z

x

Vertical cross section through the atmosphere (white) and
earth (brown). White numbers represent surface air pressure at the weather stations shown by the grey dots. For
the equation above, Pref bottom = 70 kPa at the mountain top,
which differs from Pref bottom = 90 kPa in the valley.

(20.2)

+

ρL ∆ Pr ∆ Fz turb (rT )
−
ρ ∆z
∆z
d

From the Forces & Winds chapter is the continuity equation (10.60) to forecast air density ρ: (20.6)
 ∆U ∆V ∆W 
∆ρ
∆ρ
∆ρ
∆ρ
= −U
−V
−W
− ρ
+
+

∆t
∆x
∆y
∆z
∆z 
 ∆x ∆y
For pressure P, use the equation of state (ideal gas
law) from Chapter 1 (eq. 1.23):
				
(20.7)
P = ρ· ℜ d · Tv
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In these seven equations: fc is Coriolis parameter;
P’ is the deviation of pressure from its hydrostatic
value; θvp and θve are virtual potential temperatures
of the air parcel and the surrounding environment;Tve is virtual temperature of the environment;
|g| = 9.8 m s–2 is the magnitude of gravitational acceleration; Γd = 9.8 K km–1 is the dry adiabatic lapse
rate; F*z rad is net radiative flux; Lv ≈ 2.5x106 J kg–1 is
the latent heat of vaporization; Cp ≈ 1004 J·kg–1·K–1
is the specific heat of air at constant pressure; ∆rcondensing is the increase in liquid-water mixing ratio
associated with water vapor that is condensing; ρL ≈
1000 kg·m–3 and ρd are the densities of liquid water
and dry air; Pr is precipitation rate (m s–1) of water
accumulation in a rain gauge at any height z; ℜd =
287 J·kg–1·K–1 is the gas constant for dry air; and Tv
is the virtual temperature. For more details, see the
chapters cited with eqs. (20.1 - 20.7).
Notice the similarities in eqs. (20.1 - 20.6). All
have a tendency term (rate of change with time)
on the left. All have advection as the first 3 terms
on the right. Eqs. (20.1 - 20.5) include a turbulence
flux divergence term on the right. The other terms
describe the special forcings that apply to individual variables. Sometimes the hydrostatic equation
(Chapter 1, eq. 1.25b) is also included in the set of
forecast equations:
				

∆ Pref
∆z

= −ρ · g

(20.8)

to serve as a reference state for the definition of
P’ = P – Pref , as used in eq. (20.3).
Equations (20.1) - (20.7) are the equations of motion. They are also known as the primitive equations, because they forecast fundamental (primitive) variables rather than derived variables such as
vorticity. The first six equations are budget equations, because they forecast how variables change
in response to inputs and outputs. Namely, the first
three equations describe momentum conservation per unit mass of air. Eqs. (20.4 - 20.5) describe
heat conservation and moisture conservation
per unit mass of air. Eq. (20.6) describes mass conservation.
The first six equations are prognostic (i.e., forecast the change with time), and the seventh (the ideal
gas law) is diagnostic (not a function of time). The
third equation includes non-hydrostatic processes, the fourth equation includes diabatic processes
(non-adiabatic heating), and the sixth equation includes compressible processes.
These equations of motion are nonlinear, because many of the terms in these equations consist of
products of two or more dependent variables. Also,
they are coupled equations, because each equation
contains variables that are forecast or diagnosed

INFO • Alternative Horizontal Coord.
Spherical Coordinates

For the Cartesian coordinates used in eqs. (20.120.8), the coordinate axes are straight lines. However, on Earth we prefer to define x to follow the Earth’s
curvature toward the East, and define y to follow the
Earth’s curvature toward the North. If U and V are defined as velocities along these spherical coordinates,
then add the following terms (20.1b - 20.3b) to the right
sides of momentum eqs. (20.1 - 20.3), respectively:
+

U · V ·tan(φ) U · W
−
− [ 2 · Ω · W ·cos(φ)]
Ro
Ro

(20.1b)

−

U 2 ·tan(φ) V · W
		
−
Ro
Ro

(20.2b)

+

U2 + V2
+ [ 2· Ω ·U ·cos(φ)]
Ro

(20.3b)

where Ro ≈ 6371 km is the average Earth radius, ϕ is latitude, and Ω = 0.7292x10 –4 s–1 is Earth’s rotation rate.
The terms containing Ro are called the curvature
terms. The terms in square brackets are small components of Coriolis force (see the INFO Box “Coriolis
Force in 3-D” from the Forces & Winds chapter).

Map Factors

Suppose we pick (x, y) to represent horizontal coordinates on a map projection, such as shown in the
INFO Box on the next page. Let (U, V) be the horizontal components of winds in these (x, y) directions.
[Vertical velocity W applies unchanged in the z (up)
direction.] One reason why meteorologists use such
map projections is to avoid singularities, such as near
the Earth’s poles where meridians converge.
The equations of motion can be rewritten for any
map projection. For example, eq. (20.1) can be written
for a polar stereographic projection as:
∆U
∆U
∆U
∆U
= − mo ·U
− mo ·V
−W
∆t
∆x
∆y
∆z
U ·W
+ [Cor ]
Ro
∆ Fz turb (U )

− mx · V 2 + my ·U · V −
m ∆P
− o·
+ fc · V −
ρ ∆x

∆z

(20.1c)

where [Cor] is a 3-D Coriolis term, and the map
tors (m) are:
			
1 + sin(φo ) L2 + x 2 + y 2
mo =
=
1 + sin(φ)
2 · Ro · L
and
		 mx = x /(Ro · L) ,

fac-

my = y /(Ro · L) ,

where L = Ro ·[1 + sin(φo )] , Ro ≈ 6371 km is the average
Earth radius, ϕ is latitude, and ϕo is the reference latitude for the map projection (see INFO Box).
Thus, the equation has extra terms, and many of
the terms are scaled by a map factor. Eqs. (20.2 - 20.6)
have similar changes when cast on a map projection.
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Sample Application (§)

Plot the given coordinates: (a) on a lat-lon grid, and
(b) on a polar stereographic grid with ϕo = 60°.

Find the Answer
Given: Latitudes (ϕ) & longitudes (λ) of N. America
Each column holds [ϕ(°) λ(°)]. λ is positive eastward
-125
-125
-110
-110
-115
-114
-106
-106
-80
-78
-76
-80

9 -76
38 -77
55 -82
0 0
11 -84
46 -65
58 -95
0 180
15 -84
43 -66
68 -82
15 -88
46 -60
70 -140
0 -45
22 -87
45 -65
73 -157
0 135
22 -90
50 -65
65 -168
18 -91
50 -60
58 -158 0 45
18 -96
53 -56
53 -170
0 -135
22 -98
48 -59
60 -146
27 -97
47 -52
60 -140
0 0
30 -85
53 -56
50 -125 0 10
28 -83
60 -65
0 20
25 -81
58 -68
0 30
0 -48
26 -80
64 -78
0 -90
0 etc.
10 -63
30 -82
52 -79
0 90
0 350
12 -73
35 -76
53 -83
0 360
Hint: In Excel, copy these numbers into 2 long columns: the
first for latitudes and the second for longitudes. Leave blank
rows in Excel corresponding to the blank lines in the table, to
create discontinuous plotted lines.

30°

20
0
–180

0°
–140
–100
Longitude (°)

r·cos(λ)

15°

–45°

–90°

40

45°
–60

60°
75°

λ

prime
meridian

(b) Polar Stereographic Grid:
Hint: In Excel, don’t forget to convert from (°) to (radians).
To demonstrate the Excel calculation for the first coordinate (near Vancouver): ϕ = 50° , λ = –125° :
L = (6371 km)·[1 + sin(60°·π/180°)] = 11,888 km.
r = (11888 km)·tan[0.5·(90°– 50°)·π/180°] = 4327 km
x = (4327 km)·cos(–125°·π/180°) = – 2482 km
y = (4327 km)·sin(–125°·π/180°) = – 3545 km
That point is circled in green on the maps above and
below.
0°
10000

y
(km)

30°
ϕ

0°

0°

–180°

90°

75°
projection
60°
plane
45°
15°

ϕo

°
–1
35

L
5°
–4

–90°

Earth

–5000

-10000

Fig. 20.B2

r

(a)

5000

0

(F20.2)

y

60
–135°

Latitude (°)

r = L·tan[0.5·(90° – ϕ )] , L = Ro·[1+sin(ϕo)]

where Ro = 6371 km = Earth’s radius and ϕo is the latitude intersected by the projection plane. The Fig. below has ϕo = 60°, but often ϕo = 90° is used instead.

(b)

80

To save space,
only the portion
of the grid near
North America
is plotted.
		
Fig. 20.B1.

A map displays the 3-D Earth’s surface on a 2-D
plane. On maps you can also: (1) create perpendicular (x, y) coordinates; and (2) rewrite the equations of
motion within these map coordinates. You can then
solve these eqs. to make numerical weather forecasts.
Create a map by projecting the spherical Earth
onto a plane (stereographic projection), a cylinder
(Mercator projection), or a cone (Lambert projection), where the cylinder and cone can be “unrolled”
after the projection to give a flat map. Although other map projections are possible, the 3 listed above are
conformal, meaning that the angle between two
intersecting curves on the Earth is equal to the angle
between the same curves on the map.
For stereographic projections, if the projector is
at the North or South Pole, then the result is a polar
stereographic projection (Fig. 20.C). For any latitude (ϕ) longitude (λ, positive eastward) coordinates
on Earth, the corresponding (x, y) map coordinates
are:		 x = r · cos(λ) , y = r · sin(λ)
(F20.1)

r·sin(λ)

(a) Lat-Lon Grid:

–180°

50
40
23
24
30
32
22
20
7
9
4
0

INFO • Map Projections

–10000

–5000

0

5000

10000

x (km)

Ro

South
Pole

Fig. 20.C. Polar stereographic map projection.
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from one or more of the other equations. Hence, all
7 equations must be solved together.
Unfortunately, no one has yet succeeded in solving the full governing equations analytically. An
analytical solution is itself an algebraic equation or number that can be applied at every location in the atmosphere. For example, the equation
y2 + 2xy = 8x2 has an analytical solution y = 2x,
which allows you to find y at any location x.

(a) Barotropic Atmosphere
20 = P (kPa)
12
ρ (kg/m3) = 0.4

10
8
z (km)
6
4

20.1.2. Approximate Solutions

To get around this difficulty of no analytical
solution, three alternatives are used. One is to find
an exact analytical solution to a simplified (approximate) version of the governing equations. A second
is to conceive a simplified physical model, for which
exact equations can be solved. The third is to find an
approximate numerical solution to the full governing equations (the focus of this chapter).
(1) An atmospheric example of the first method is
the geostrophic wind, which is an exact solution to
a highly simplified equation of motion. This is the
case of steady-state (equilibrium) winds above the
boundary layer where friction can be neglected, and
for regions where the isobars are nearly straight.
(2) Early numerical weather prediction
(NWP) efforts used the 2nd method, because of the
limited power of early computers. Rossby derived
simplified equations by modeling the atmosphere as
if it were one layer of water surrounding the Earth.
Charney, von Neumann, and others extended this
work and wrote a program for a one-layer barotropic atmosphere (Fig. 20.2a) for the ENIAC computer in 1950. These earliest programs forecasted
only vorticity and geopotential height at 50 kPa.
(3) Modern NWP uses the third method. Here,
the full primitive equations are solved using finite-difference approximations for full baroclinic
scenarios (Fig. 20.2b), but only at discrete locations
called grid points. Usually these grid points are at
regularly-spaced intervals on a map, rather than at
each city or town.

20.1.3. Dynamics, Physics and Numerics

If computers had infinite power, then we could:
forecast the movement of every air molecule; forecast the growth of each snowflake and cloud droplet;
precisely describe each turbulent eddy; consider atmospheric interaction with each tree leaf and blade
of grass; diagnose the absorption of radiation for
an infinite number of infinitesimally fine spectral
bands; account for every change in terrain elevation;
and could even include the movement and activities
of each human as they affect the atmosphere. But it
might be a few years before we can do that. At pres-
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(b) Baroclinic Atmosphere
20 = P (kPa)
12
10

ρ (kg/m3) = 0.4
40

8
z (km)
6

0.6
60

0.8

80

1.0

4
2

1.2

100

0
0

30

latitude (°)

60

90

Figure 20.2
(a) Barotropic idealization, based on the standard atmosphere
from Chapter 1. (b) Baroclinic example, based on data from the
General Circulation chapter. P is pressure, ρ is density, and z
is height.

INFO • Barotropic vs. Baroclinic
In a barotropic atmosphere (Fig. 20.2a), the
isobars (lines of equal pressure) do not cross the
isopycnics (lines of equal density). This would

occur for a situation where there are no variations of
temperature in the horizontal. Hence, there could be
no thermal-wind effect.
In a baroclinic atmosphere (Fig. 20.2b), isobars
can cross isopycnics. Horizontal temperature gradients contribute to the tilt of the isopycnics. These
temperature gradients also cause changing horizontal pressure gradients with increasing altitude, according to the thermal-wind effect.
The real atmosphere is baroclinic, due to differential heating by the sun (see the General Circulation chapter). In a baroclinic atmosphere, potential
energy associated with temperature gradients can be
converted into the kinetic energy of winds.
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(a)

grid cell

(b) Dynamics
cold
slow
dry

hot, fast,
humid

y

z

grid cell

x

(c) Physics
IR
Radiation
2.0 to
2.5 µm

hot

IR
Rad.
2.5 to
2.7 µm

eddy

cold

hot

eddy

cold
IR
Radiation
2.0 to
2.5 µm

Figure 20.3

grid cell
rain

ent, we must make compromises to our description
of the atmosphere.
Numerics: The main compromise is the process
of discretization, where:
(1) we split the continuum of space into a finite number of small volumes called grid cells (Fig. 20.3a),
within which we forecast average conditions;
(2) we approximate the smooth progression of time
with finite time steps; and
(3) we replace the elegant equations of motion with
numerical approximations.
These topics are generically known as numerics, as
will be discussed in detail later. Numerics also include the domain being forecast, the mapping and
coordinate systems, and the representation of data.
The word “dynamics” refers to the governing
equations. It applies to only the resolved portions
of motions, thermodynamic states, and moisture
states (Fig. 20.3b) for the particular discretization
used. A variable or process is said to be resolved
if it can be represented by the average state within
a grid cell. The dynamics described by eqs. (20.1 20.7) depend on sums, differences, and products of
these resolved grid-cell average values.
The word “physics” refers to other processes
(Fig. 20.3c and Table 20-1) that:
(1) are not forecast by the equations of motion; or
(2) are not well understood even though their effects
can be measured; or
(3) involve motions or particles that are too small to
resolve (called subgrid scale); or
(4) have components that are too numerous (e.g., individual cloud droplets or radiation bands); or
(5) are too complicated to compute in finite time.
However, unresolved processes can combine to produce resolved forecast effects. Because we cannot
neglect them, we parameterize them instead.
A parameterization is a physical or statistical
approximation to a physical process by one or more
known terms or factors. Parameterization rules are
given in an “A SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE” box in
the Atmos. Boundary Layer chapter. In NWP, the
“knowns” are the resolved state variables in the grid
cells, and any imposed boundary conditions such
as solar radiation, surface topography, land use, ice
coverage, etc. Empirically estimated factors called
parameters tie the knowns to the approximated
physics.

(a) The forecast domain (the portion of atmosphere we wish
to forecast) is split into discrete grid cells, such as the cyan shaded one. The 3-D grid cells are relatively thin, with vertical sizes
on the order of tens of meters, and horizontal sizes of tens of
kilometers.
(b) Enlargement of the shaded grid cell, illustrating one dynamics process (advection in the x-direction). Namely, the
resolved U wind is blowing in hot, fast, humid air from the upwind neighboring grid cell, and is blowing out colder, slower,
drier air into the downwind neighboring cell. Simultaneously,
advection could be occurring by the V and W components of
wind (not shown). Not shown are other resolved forcings, such
as Coriolis and pressure-gradient forces.
(c) Further enlargement, illustrating physics such as turbulence, radiation, and precipitation. Turbulence is causing a net heat flux
into the left side of the grid cell in this example, even though the turbulence has no net wind (i.e., the wind-gust arrows moving air into
the grid cell are balanced by gusts moving the same amount of air out of the grid cell). Two of the many radiation bands are shown,
where infrared (IR) wavelengths in the 2.0 to 2.5 µm “window” band shine through the grid cell, while wavelengths in the 2.5 to 2.7
µm band are absorbed by water vapor and carbon dioxide (see the Satellites & Radar chapter), causing warming in the grid cell. Some
liquid water is falling into the top of the grid cell from the cell above, but even more is falling out the bottom into the grid cell below,
suggesting a removal of water and net latent heating due to condensation.
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Table 20-1. Some physics parameterizations in NWP.

Sample Application

Suppose subgrid-scale cloud coverage C is parameterized by
C = 0 			
C = [(RH – RHo) / (1 – RHo)]2
C = 1 			

for RH ≤ RHo
for RHo ≤ RH < 1
for RH ≥ 1

RH is the grid-cell average relative humidity. Parameter RHo ≈ 0.8 for low and high clouds, and RHo ≈ 0.65
for mid-level cloud. Plot parameterized cloud coverage vs. resolved relative humidity.

Find the Answer
Given: info above
Find: C vs. RH
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1

Spreadsheet solution is
C
graphed at right. Thin cyan
curve: mid-level clouds.
0
Thick green curve: low
and high clouds.

0.6

0.8

RH

Process

Approximation Methods

Cloud
Coverage

• Subgrid-scale cloud coverage as a
function of resolved relative humidity.
Affects the radiation budget.

Precipitation Considers conversions between wa& Cloud
ter vapor, cloud ice, snow, cloud water,
Microphysics rain water, and graupel + hail. Affects
large-scale condensation, latent heating, and precipitation based on resolved
supersaturation. Methods:
• bulk (assumes a size distribution of
hydrometeors); or
• bin (separate forecasts for each subrange of hydrometeor sizes).
Deep
Convection

• Approximations for cumuliform
clouds (including thunderstorms) that
are narrower than grid-cell width but
which span many grid layers in the vertical (i.e., are unresolved in the horizontal but resolved in the vertical), as function of moisture, stability and winds.
Affects vertical mixing, precipitation,
latent heating, & cloud coverage.

Radiation

• Impose solar radiation based on
Earth’s orbit & solar emissions. Include
absorption, scattering, & reflection from
clouds, aerosols and the surface.
• Divide IR radiation spectrum into
small number of wide wavelength
bands, and track up- and down-welling
radiation in each band as absorbed and
emitted from/to each grid layer.
Affects heating of air & Earth’s surface.

Turbulence

Subgrid turbulence intensity as function of resolved winds and buoyancy.
Fluxes of heat, moisture, momentum
as function of turbulence and resolved
temperature, water, & winds. Methods:
• local down-gradient eddy diffusivity;
• higher-order local closure; or
• nonlocal (transilient turb.) mixing.

Atmospheric
Boundary
Layer (ABL)

Vertical profiles of temperature, humidity, and wind as a function of resolved
state and turbulence, based on forecasts
of ABL depth. Methods:
• bulk;
• similarity theory.

Surface

• Use albedo, roughness, etc. from statistical average of varied land use.
• Snow cover, vegetation greenness, etc.
based on resolved heat & water budget.

Sub-surface
heat & water

• Use climatological average. Or forecast heat conduction & water flow in
rivers, lakes, glaciers, subsurface, etc.

Mountainwave Drag

• Vertical momentum flux as function
of resolved topography, winds and static stability.

1.0

Check: Coverage bounded between clear & overcast.
Exposition: Partial cloud coverage is important for
computing how much radiation reaches the ground.

Because parameterizations are only approximations, no single parameterization is perfectly correct. Different scientists might propose different parameterizations for the same physical phenomenon.
Different parameterizations might perform better
for different weather situations.

20.1.4. Models

The computer code that incorporates one particular set of dynamical equations, numerical approximations, and physical parameterizations is called a
numerical model or NWP model. People developing these extremely large sets of computer code
are called modelers. It typically takes teams of
modelers (meteorologists, physicists, chemists, and
computer scientists) several years to develop a new
numerical weather model.
Different forecast centers develop different numerical models containing different dynamics,
physics and numerics. These models are given
names and acronyms, such as the Integrated Forecast System (IFS), Action de Recherche Petite Echelle Grande Echelle (ARPEGE) model, the Unified
Model (UM), Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model, the Finite Volume - version 3 (FV3)
model (see Fig. 20.4c), the Global Environmental
Multiscale (GEM) model, the Global Forecast System (GFS), and many more. Different models give
slightly different forecasts.
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INFO • Moore’s Law & Forecast Skill

Transistor Count

10 9

10 6

6
5

Moore’s
Law

4

10 3

3
2
Skill

10 0

1
0

1960

1980

2000

Forecast Period (days) for which Skill =
[Skill of a 1-Day PMSL Forecast in 1980]

Gordon E. Moore co-founded the integrated-circuit (computer-chip) manufacturer Intel. In
1965 he reported that the maximum number of transistors that were able to be inexpensively manufactured on integrated circuits had doubled every year.
He predicted that this trend would continue for another decade.
Since 1970, the rate slowed to about a doubling every two years. This trend, known as Moore’s Law,
has continued for over 4 decades.
Increasing computer power has enabled improved
NWP models that use finer grids covering larger areas
with more-complicated physics and numerics. Thus
NWP forecast skill has improved concomitant with
computer power.

Year

Fig. 20.D. Moore’s Law and forecast skill vs. time.

20.2. GRID POINTS
Define the size of a grid cell in the three Cartesian directions as ∆X, ∆Y, and ∆Z (Fig. 20.6A). Typical
values are ∆X = ∆Y = one to hundreds of kilometers,
while ∆Z = one to hundreds of meters. Small-size
grid cells give fine-resolution (or high-resolution) forecasts, and large-size cells give coarse-resolution (or low-resolution) forecasts.
Because we forecast only the average condition of
weather variables at each grid cell, we can represent
these average values as being physically located at
a grid point (Fig. 20.6A) in each cell. The distance
between grid points is the same as the grid-cell size:
∆X, ∆Y, ∆Z. Grid points spaced more closely have
finer resolution (see a later INFO Box on Resolution).
Finer resolution requires more grid cells to span
your forecast domain. Each cell requires a certain
number of numerical calculations to make the forecast. Thus, more cells require more total calculations. Hence, finer resolution forecasts take longer
to compute, but often give more accurate forecasts.
Thus, your choice of domain and grid size is a
compromise between forecast timeliness and accuracy, based on the computer power available. As
computer power has improved over the past 6 decades, so have weather-forecast resolution and skill
(see INFO Box on Moore’s Law and Forecast Skill).
Skill (see section 20.7) is the forecast improvement
relative to some reference such as climatology.

20.2.1. Nested and Variable Grids
(a)

(b)

coarse mesh

fine mesh

∆Y
∆X

Figure 20.4
Horizontally nested grids.
(a) Discrete nested meshes
(shown as grid cells). (b)
Variable mesh (shown as
grid points). (c) Cubedsphere mesh, as used in the
FV3 model by NCEP, can
also contain finer nests (not
shown).

(c)

https://eoimages.gsfc.nasa.gov/images/
imagerecords/54000/54388/BlueMarble.jpg

Modeling strategies have been devised to compensate for the domain-size vs. resolution trade
off. In the horizontal, you can use a fast-running
coarse grid over a large domain to span synoptic
weather systems. Inside it, embed a smaller-domain finer-mesh nested grid (Fig. 20.4a) to capture
mesoscale details where they are needed most. Typically, the fine mesh has a horizontal grid size (∆X)
of 1/3 of the coarse-mesh grid size, although ratios
of 1/5 have sometimes been used. (Odd numbers are
used in the denominator to ensure that each coarse
grid point coincides with a fine grid point.) Nesting
can continue with successively finer nests. The author’s research team has run nested grids with grid
sizes ∆X = 108, 36, 12, 4, 1.33, and 0.44 km.
Nested grids can employ one-way nesting,
where the coarse grid is solved first, and its output
is applied as time-varying boundary conditions to
the finer grid. For two-way nesting, both grids are
solved together, and features from each grid are fed
into the other at each time step. Two-way nesting
often gives better forecasts, but is more complicated
to implement.
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y

z

Grid Cell

∆Z

A grid

x

∆Z

∆Y

Grid-Point
Symbols:

∆X

P , T , rT , U, V, W
z
terrain
x

B grid

Grid Cell

∆Z

Figure 20.5
Illustration of variable grid increments (∆Z) in the vertical.

An alternative to discrete nested grids in the horizontal is a variable-mesh grid (Fig. 20.4b), which
uses smoothly varying grid spacings. Again, the
finer mesh is positioned over the region of interest.
In the vertical, fine resolution (i.e., small ∆Z) is
needed near the Earth’s surface and in the boundary
layer, because of important small-scale motions and
strong vertical gradients. To reduce the computation time, coarse resolution (i.e., larger ∆Z) is acceptable higher above the surface — in the stratosphere
and upper troposphere. Variable mesh vertical grids
(i.e., smoothly changing ∆Z values) are often used
for this reason (Fig. 20.5). For models using pressure or sigma as a vertical coordinate, ∆P or ∆σ varies smoothly with height. As an alternative, some
NWP models use discrete vertical nests.

Grid-Point
Symbols:

∆Y

P , T , rT

∆X

U, V, W

Grid Cell

∆Z
Grid-Point
Symbols:
P , T , rT
U

C grid

∆Y
∆X

V

W

20.2.2. Staggered Grids

You could represent all the cell-averaged variables at the same grid point, as in Fig. 20.6A (called
an A-Grid). But this has some undesirable characteristics: wavy motions do not disperse properly,
some wave energy gets stuck in the grid, and some
weather variables oscillate about their true value.
Instead, grid points are often arranged in a staggered grid arrangement within the cell, with different variables being represented by points at different locations in the grid (Fig. 20.6 Grids B - E).
Staggered Grid D has many of the same problems
as unstaggered Grid A. Grids B and C have fewer
problems.

Grid-Point
Symbols:
P , T , rT
U

V

D grid

∆Y

W

∆X

E grid

Figure 20.6 (in right column)
Akio Arakawa (1972) identified 5 grid arrangements. Grid A
is an unstaggered grid (where all variables are at the same grid
point). All the others are staggered grids. Only 2 dimensions
are shown for grid E (solid cyan box), which is identical to a
rotated, smaller version of Grid B (dashed cyan box). Grids C
and D differ in their locations of the U and V winds.

Grid Cell

∆Z

Grid-Point
Symbols:
P , T , rT
U, V

y
x
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20.3. FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Here we see how to find discrete numerical approximations to the equations of motion (20.1 - 20.7)
as applied to grid cells.

20.3.1. Notation

∆X

Cells are identified by a set of indices (i, j, k) that
indicate their (x, y, z) positions within the domain.
Fig. 20.7 shows a two-dimensional example. By using these indices as subscripts, we can specify any
variable at any grid-point location. For example, T3,2
is the temperature in the center of the shaded grid
cell, at x-location i = 3 , and y-location j = 2. For a 3-D
grid, you can use 3 indices or subscripts.

3

∆Y

3
2

V

U

2

P, T, rT
1

1=
j grid
index

y
1

x

1

2

3

2

3

4 = i grid index

Figure 20.7
Arrangement and indexing of grid cells for a 2-dimensional
C-Grid. In the shaded cell, those grid points having variable
names written near them (U, V, P, T, rT.) have indices i = 3, j
= 2. For variables located at grid-cell edges, some models use
whole-index numbering, as shown by the grey numbers. Other
models use half indices, as in Fig. 20.9.

[CAUTION: Throughout this book, we have used ratios
of differences (such as ∆T/∆x) instead of derivatives (∂T/∂x)
to represent the local slope or local gradient of a variable.
While this allowed us to avoid calculus, it causes problems
in this chapter because ∆x now has two conflicting meanings: (1) ∆x is an infinitesimal increment of distance, such
as used to find the local slope of a curve at point i in Fig.
20.8. (2) ∆X is a finite distance between grid points, such
as between points i and i+1 in Fig. 20.8.
To artificially discriminate between these two meanings, we will use lower-case “x” in ∆x to represent an infinitesimal distance increment, and upper-case “X” in ∆X
to represent a finite distance between grid points.]

20.3.2. Approximations to Spatial Gradients

∆x
25

∆T

T
(°C)
∆X
20
i–2
West

i–1

i

i+1

x

i+2
East

Figure 20.8
The slope (thin unbroken blue line) of the temperature (T) curve
(thick black line) at grid point i is represented by ∆T/∆x. The
lower-case “x” is used in ∆x to represent an infinitesimally
small increment of distance, while upper-case “X” is used in ∆X
to indicate the spacing between grid points (black dots), where
i is a grid-point index. Thin red-dashed and green-dotted lines
are various finite-difference approximations to the slope at i.

The equations of motion (20.1 - 20.6) contain
many terms involving local gradients, such as the
horizontal temperature gradient ∆T/∆x. So to solve
these equations, we need a way to approximate the
local gradients as a function of things that we know
— e.g., values of T at the discrete grid points.
But when the local gradient of an analytical variable is represented at one grid point as a function of
its values at other grid points, the result is an infinite
sum of terms — each term of greater power of ∆X or
∆t. This is a Taylor series (see the HIGHER MATH
box). The most important terms in the series are the
first ones — the ones of lowest power of ∆X (said to
be of lowest order).
However, the higher-order terms do slightly
improve the accuracy. For practical reasons, the
numerical forecast can consider only the first few
terms from the Taylor series. Such a series is said
to be truncated; namely, the highest-order terms
are cut from the calculation. For example, a secondorder approximation to T’ (= ∆T/∆x) has an error of
about ±T’/6, while a third-order approximation has
an error of about ±T’/24.
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Different approximations to the local gradients
have different truncation errors. Such approximations can be applied to the local gradient of any
weather variable — the illustrations below focus on
temperature (T) gradients. Assuming a mean wind
from the west, an upwind first-order difference
approximation is:
				

(T − Ti −1 )
∆T
≈ i
∆x i
∆X

(20.9)

which applies at grid point i. But first-order approximations to the gradient (shown by slope of the
dashed line in Fig. 20.8) can have large errors relative to the actual gradient (shown by the slope of the
thin black line).

HIGHER MATH • Taylor Series
The equations of motion have terms such as
U·∂T/∂x. You can use a Taylor series to approximate
the derivative ∂T/∂x as a function of discrete gridpoint values. [We will use Lagrange’s notation for derivatives: T’ for ∂T/∂x, and T’’ for ∂2T/∂x2, etc.]
Any analytic function such as temperature vs.
distance T(x) can be expanded into an infinite series
called a Taylor series if the derivatives (T’, T’’, etc.)
are well behaved near x. To find the value of T at
(x + ∆X), where ∆X is a small finite distance from x,
use a Taylor series of the form:
(20.BA1)
					
1
2
(∆ X )
(∆ X )
T ( x + ∆ X ) ≈ T ( x) +
· T '( x) +
· T ''( x)
1!
2!

A centered second-order difference gives a
better approximation to the gradient at i:
(T − T )
				 ∆ T
≈ i+1 i −1
∆x i
2∆X

(20.10)

as sketched by the dotted line in Fig. 20.8.
An even better centered fourth-order difference for the gradient at i is:
					
(20.11)
∆T
1
≈
[ 8(Ti+1 − Ti −1 ) − (Ti+ 2 − Ti − 2 )]
∆ x i 12 ∆ X
as shown by the thin solid line in Fig. 20.8.
Use similar equations for gradients of other variables (U, V, W, rT, ρ). Orders higher than fourth-order are also used in some numerical models.
Sample Application

Find ∆T/∆x at grid point i in Fig. 20.8 using 1, 2, & 4th
order gradients, for a horizontal grid spacing of 5 km.

Find the Answer

Given: Ti–2 = 22, Ti–1 = 24, Ti = 25, Ti+1 = 22, Ti+2 = 21°C
from the data points in Fig. 20.8. ∆X = 5 km.
Find: ∆T/∆x = ? °C km–1
For Upwind 1st-order Difference, use eq. (20.9):
∆T/∆x ≈ (25 – 24°C)/(5 km) = 0.2 °C km–1
For Centered 2nd-order Difference, use eq. (20.10):
∆T/∆x ≈ (22 – 24°C) /[2·(5 km)] = –0.2 °C km–1
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+

(∆ X )4
(∆ X )3
· T '''( x) +
· T ''''( x) + ...
3!
4!

Apply the Taylor series to grid points (Fig. 20.8),
where the spatial position is indicated by an index i:
					
(20.BA2)
(∆ X )2
(∆ X )3
(∆ X )4
Ti + 1 ≈ Ti + ∆ X · Ti '+
· Ti ''+
· Ti '''+
· Ti ''''+ ...
2
6
24
Similarly, by using –∆X in the Taylor expansion, you
can estimate T upwind, at grid index i–1:
					
(20.BA3)
Ti − 1 ≈ Ti − ∆ X · Ti '+

(∆ X )2
(∆ X )3
(∆ X )4
· Ti ''−
· Ti '''+
· Ti ''''− ...
2
6
24

For practical reasons, you can truncate the series
to a finite number of terms. The more terms you keep,
the smaller the truncation error. The lowest power
of the ∆X term not used defines the order of the truncation. Higher-order truncations have less error.
• For a simple upwind difference (with poor, firstorder error in ∆X), solve eq (20.BA3) for T’:
		 Ti ' =

(Ti − Ti −1 )
+ O(∆ X )
∆X

(20.BA4)

where the last term indicates the truncation error.
This T’ value gives the dashed-line slope in Fig. 20.8.
• For a centered difference (with moderate, secondorder error in ∆X), subtract eq. (20.BA3) from (20.BA2)
and solve the result for T’:
		 Ti ' =

(Ti + 1 − Ti − 1 )
+ O(∆ X )2
2∆X

(20.BA5)

This T’ value gives the dotted-line slope in Fig. 20.8.

For Centered 4th-order Difference, use eq. (20.11):
∆T/∆x ≈ [8·(22–24°C) – (21–22°C)]/[12·(5 km)]
		 ≈ [ (–16 + 1)°C] /(60 km) = –0.25 °C km–1

• For an even better 4th-order centered difference,
use: 				
(20.BA6)
1
Ti ' =
[ 8(Ti+1 − Ti −1 ) − (Ti+ 2 − Ti − 2 )] + O(∆ X )4
12 ∆ X

Check: Units OK. Agrees with lines in Fig. 20.8.
Exposition: Higher-order differences are better ap-

which is a slightly better fit to the true slope at i.
In this chapter, we use ∆T/∆x in place of T’. Hence,
the bullets above give approximations to ∆T/∆x.

proximations, but none give the true slope exactly.
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20.3.3. Grid Computation Rules

Grid Computation Rules

(1) When multiplying or dividing any two variables, both
of those variables must be at the same point in space. The
result applies at that same point.
(2) When adding, averaging, or subtracting any two variables, if both those variables are at the same point in space,
then the result applies at the same point.
(3) However, when adding, averaging, or subtracting two
variables at different locations in space, the sum, average,
or difference applies at a physical location halfway between the locations of the original variables.
∆X
3½

∆Y

3
2½

U

T

U

T

2

T

1½

1=
j grid
index

y
x

1½

1

2½

2

3½

3

4 = i grid index

Figure 20.9
Sketch of a two-dimensional C grid. Consider the computation
of temperature advection by the U wind, which contributes to
the temperature tendency at the one grid point centered in the
shaded cell. The grid points needed to make that calculation are
outlined with the dotted magenta line, and their arrangement is
called a stencil.

Sample Application

What is the warming rate at grid point (i=3, j=2) in Fig.
20.9 due to temperature advection in the x-direction,
given T2,2 = 22°C, T3,2 = 23°C, T4,2 = 24°C, U2½,2 = –5 m
s–1, U3½,2 = –7 m s–1, ∆X = 10 km?

Find the Answer

Given: T and U values above. ∆X = 10 km
Find: ∆T/∆t = –U·∆T/∆x = ? °C h–1 .
Use eq. (20.12):
∆T/∆t ≈ –0.5·(–7–5 m s–1) · [ 0.5·(24 – 22°C)/(104m) ]
≈ (6 m s–1) · [ 1°C/(104m) ] · (3600 s h–1) = 2.16 °C h–1

Check: Units OK. Sign OK. Magnitude OK.
Exposition: Winds are advecting in warmer air from
the East, causing advective warming.

NWP Corollary 1: The forecast at any one point is
affected by ALL other points in the forecast domain.

For mathematical and physical consistency, the
grid computation rules at left must be obeyed when
making calculations with grid-point values. Rule 3
is handy because you can use it to “move” values
to locations where you can then multiply by other
variables while obeying Rule 1.
For example, consider the temperature forecast
equation (20.4) for grid point (i = 3, j = 2), for the Cgrid in Fig. 20.9. The first term on the right side of eq.
(20.4) is temperature advection in the x-direction. If
we choose to use second-order difference eq. (20.10)
at location (i,j) = (3,2), we have a mismatch because we
do not have wind at that same location. Rule 1 says
we can not multiply the wind times the T gradient.
However, we can use Rule 3 to average the Uwinds from the right and left of the temperature
point, knowing that this average applies halfway between the two U points. The average thus spatially
coincides with the temperature gradient, so we can
multiply the two factors together.
For that one grid point (i,j) = (3,2), the result is:
					
(20.12)
 U 3 1 2 , 2 + U 2 1 2 , 2   T4, 2 − T2 , 2 
∆T
−U ·
≈ −
 ·  2·∆ X 
∆ x 3, 2
2

 


{

}

where the ½ grid index numbering method was
used for values at the edges of the grid cell (Fig. 20.9).
The parentheses hold the average U, and the square
brackets hold the centered second-order difference
approximation for the local T gradient.
Similarly, for any grid point (i,j), the result is:
					
(20.13)
U
U
+
 i+ 1 2, j
∆T
i − 1 2 , j   Ti + 1, j − Ti − 1, j 
−U ·
≈ −

 ·
∆ x i, j
2
2 ·∆ X

 


{

}

The spatial arrangement of all grid points used in
any calculation is called a stencil. Fig. 20.9 shows
the stencil for eq. (20.13). Different grid arrangements (Grids A - E) and different approximation orders will result in different stencils.
Significantly, the forecast for any one grid point
(such as i,j) depends on the values at other nearby
grid points [such as (i–1,j) , (i–½,j) , (i+½,j) , (i+1,j) ].
In turn, forecasts at each of these points depends on
values at their neighbors. This interconnectivity is
summarized as NWP Corollary 1, at left.
For grid points near the edges of the domain, special stencils using one-sided difference approximations must be used, to avoid referencing grid points
that don’t exist because they are outside of the domain. Alternately, a halo of ghost-cell grid points
outside the forecast domain can be specified using
values found from a larger coarser domain or from
imposed boundary conditions (BCs; i.e., the state
of the air along the edges of the forecast domain).
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20.3.4. Time Differencing

The smooth flow of time implied by the left side
of the equations of motion can be approximated by a
sequence of discrete time steps, each of duration ∆t.
For example, the temperature tendency term on the
left side of eq. (20.4) can be written as a centered time
difference:
			

∆T T (t + ∆t) − T (t − ∆t)
≈
∆t
2 · ∆t

(20.14)

When combined with the right side of eq. (20.4),
the result gives the temperature at some future time
as a function of the temperatures and winds at earlier times:
(20.15)
					
T3, 2 (t + ∆t) = T3, 2 (t − ∆t) + 2 ∆t · [ RHS of eq. 20.4 ]
Typical time-step durations ∆t are on the order of a
few seconds to tens of minutes, depending on the
grid size (see the section on numerical stability).
The equation above is a form of the leapfrog
scheme (Fig. 20.10). It gets its name because the forecast starts from the previous time step (t–∆t) and
leaps over the present step (t) to make a forecast for
the future (t+∆t). Although it leaps over the present
step, it utilizes the present conditions to determine
the future conditions (e.g., eq. 20.16 below).
The two leapfrog solutions (one starting at t–∆t
and the other starting at t, illustrated above and below the timeline in Fig. 20.10) sometimes diverge
from each other, and need to be occasionally averaged together to yield a consistent forecast. Without
such averaging the solution would become unstable,
and would numerically blow up (see next section).
There are other numerical solutions that work
better than the leapfrog method. One example is the
Runge-Kutta method, described in the INFO Box.
By combining eqs. (20.12 & 20.15), we get a temperature forecast equation that includes only the Uadvection forcing:
					
(20.16)
T3, 2 (t + ∆t) = T3, 2 (t − ∆t) +

{

∆t
· (U 3 1 , 2 + U 2 1 , 2 )· 1 2 T4, 2 − T2 , 2 
2
2
∆X

}

t

where the subscript t at the very right indicates that
all of the terms inside the curly brackets are evaluated at time t. So the future temperature (at t+∆t),
depends on the current temperature and winds (at
t) and on the past temperature (at t–∆t). The concept
of a stencil can be extended to include the 4-D arrangement of locations and times needed to forecast
one aspect of physics for any grid point.
Generalizing the previous equation, and recalling NWP Corollary 1, we infer that: the forecast ∆t

t–∆t

t

t+∆t

t+2∆t

t+3∆t

t+4∆t

time

Figure 20.10
Timeline illustrating the “leapfrog” time-differencing scheme.

INFO • Time Differencing Methods
The prognostic equations of motion (20.1 - 20.6)
can be written in a generic form:
				

∆A/∆t = f[A, x, t] ,

where A is any dependent variable (e.g., U, V, W, T,
etc.), f is a function that describes all the dynamics and
physics of the equations of motion, and x represents
all other independent variables (x, y, z) as indicated by
grid-point indices (i, j, k). Knowing present (at time t)
and all past values at the grid points, how do we make
a small time step ∆t into the future?
One of the simplest methods is called the Euler
method (also known as the Euler-forward method):
			

A(t+∆t) = A(t) + ∆t · f[A(t), x, t]

But this is only first-order accurate, and is never used
because errors accumulate so quickly that the numerical forecast often blows up (forecasts values of ±
infinity) causing the computer to crash (premature
termination due to computation errors).
The leapfrog method was described in the
text, and is second-order accurate.
			
A(t+∆t) = A(t–∆t) + 2∆t · f[A(t), x, t]
Higher-order accuracy has less error.
Also popular is the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, which has even less error, but requires
intermediate steps done in the order listed:
(1) k1 = f[ A(t) , x , t ]
(2)

k2 = f[ A(t)+½∆t·k1 , x , t+½∆t ]

(3)

k3 = f[ A(t)+½∆t·k2 , x , t+½∆t ]

(4) k4 = f[ A(t)+∆t·k3 , x , t+∆t ]
(5)

A(t+∆t) = A(t) + (∆t/6)·[ k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 ]
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Sample Application (§)

Given a 1-D array consisting of 10 grid points in the xdirection with the following initial temperatures (°C):
Ti (t = 0) = 21.76 22.85 22.85 21.76 20.00 18.24 17.15
17.15 18.24 20.00 for i = 1 to 10.
Assume that the lateral boundaries are cyclic, so that
this number sequence repeats outside this primary
domain. Grid spacing is 3 km and wind speed from
the west is 10 m s–1. For a 250 s time step, forecast the
temperature at each point for the first 6 time steps, using leapfrog temporal and 4th-order centered spatial
differences.

Find the Answer

Given: ∆X = 3 km , ∆t = 250 s , U = 10 m s–1. Initially:
i=

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

T = 21.76 22.85 22.85 21.76 20.00 18.24 17.15 17.15 18.24 20.00

Find: Ti at t = 250 s, 500 s, etc. out to 1500 s
We can use leapfrog for every time step except the first
step, because for the first step we have no temperatures
before time zero. So I will use an Eulerian time difference for the first step. The resulting eqs. are:
For 1st time step:
Ti (t + ∆ t) = Ti (t = 0) −

∆ t ·U
[ 8 ·(Ti+1 − Ti −1 ) − (Ti+ 2 − Ti − 2 )]t = 0
∆ X · 12

For all other time steps:
Ti (t + ∆ t) = Ti (t − ∆ t) −

∆ t ·U · 2
[ 8 ·(Ti+1 − Ti −1 ) − (Ti+ 2 − Ti − 2 )]t
∆ X · 12

Solving these in a spreadsheet gives, the following,
where each row is a new time step and each column is
a different grid point:
t(s) [ i = 1
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 ]

[ 21.76 22.85 22.85 21.76 20.00 18.24 17.15 17.15 18.24 20.00 ]

250 [ 20.50 22.37 23.34 23.03 21.56 19.50 17.63 16.66 16.97 18.44 ]
500 [ 18.28 20.34 22.27 23.34 23.13 21.72 19.66 17.73 16.66 16.87 ]
750 [ 17.43 18.83 20.68 22.27 22.99 22.57 21.17 19.32 17.73 17.01 ]
1000 [ 16.66 17.46 19.22 21.29 22.86 23.34 22.54 20.78 18.71 17.14 ]
1250 [ 17.15 16.56 17.29 19.05 21.17 22.85 23.44 22.71 20.95 18.83 ]

into the future of any one variable at one location
can depend on the current state of ALL other variables at ALL other locations. Thus, ALL other variable at ALL other locations must be stepped forward
the same one ∆t into the future, based on current
values. Only after they all have made this step can
we proceed to the next step, to get to time t + 2∆t
into the future. This characteristic is summarized
as NWP Corollary 2:

NWP Corollary 2: ALL variables at ALL grid points
must march in step into the future*.

*Some terms (e.g., for acoustic waves) and some parameterizations
require very short time steps for numerical stability. They can be
programmed to take many “baby” steps for each “adult” time step ∆t
in the model, to enable them to remain synchronized (holding hands)
as they advance toward the future.

To start the whole NWP, we need initial conditions (ICs). These ICs are estimated by merging

weather observations with past forecasts (see the
Data Assimilation section). ICs are often named
by the synoptic time when most of the observations were made, such as the “00 UTC analysis”, the
“00 UTC initialization”, or the “00 UTC model run”.
Modern assimilation schemes can also incorporate
asynoptic (off-hour) observations.

20.3.5. Discretized Equations of Motion

In summary, the physical equations of motion,
which are essentially smooth analytical functions,
must be discretized to work at grid points. For example, if we use leapfrog time differencing with
second-order spatial differencing on a C-grid, the
temperature forecast equation (20.4) becomes:
					
(20.17)

Ti , j , k (t + ∆ t) = Ti , j , k (t − ∆ t) + 2 ∆ t·


1500 [ 18.67 17.34 17.02 17.84 19.49 21.33 22.66 22.98 22.16 20.51 ]

These are plotted as Fig. 20.11b, showing a temperature
pattern that is advected by the wind toward the East.

		

Check: Units OK. Fig. 20.11b looks reasonable
Exposition: The Courant Number [∆t·U/∆x] is

		

(250 s) · (10 m s–1) / (3000 m) = 0.833 (dimensionless).
Since this number is less than 1, it says that the solution could be numerically stable (see the Numerical
Error section).
The boxes in the table above show which numbers
are used in the calculation. For example, the temperature forecast at i = 4 and t = 1500 s used data from the
grey boxes near it, based on leapfrog in time and 4thorder centered in space. For i = 4 and t = 250 s, the
Euler forward time difference was used. For i = 9 and
t = 750 s, one of the grey boxes wrapped around, due to
the cyclic boundary conditions.

		

 U i + 1 2 , j , k + U i − 1 2 , j , k   Ti + 1, j , k − Ti − 1, j , k 
−

·
2
2 ·∆ X

 

 Vi , j + 1 2 , k + Vi , j − 1 2 , k   Ti , j + 1, k − Ti , j − 1,, k 
−

·
2
2 ·∆ Y

 

 Wi , j , k + 1 2 + Wi , j , k − 1 2   Ti , j , k + 1 − Ti , j , k − 1 
−

·
2
2·∆ Z

 


ℜ · Ti , j , k  z rad i , j , k + 1 2 − z rad i , j , k − 1 2 
·

∆Z
Pi , j , k · Cp 

		
L  rcond i , j , k (t + ∆ t) − rcond i , j , k (t − ∆ t) 
+ v ·

2 ∆t
Cp 

		
 Fz turb i , j , k + 1 2 − Fz turb i , j , k − 1 2 

−


∆Z



		
−
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Finite-difference equations that are used to forecast winds and humidity are similar. If we had used
higher-order differencing, and included the curvature terms and mapping factors, the result would
have contained even more terms.
Although the equation above looks complicated,
it is trivial for a digital computer to solve because
it is just algebra. Computing this equation takes a
finite time — perhaps a few microseconds. Similar
computation time must be spent for all the other grid
points in the domain. These computations must be
repeated for a succession of short time steps to reach
forecast durations of several days. Thus, for many
grid points and many time steps, the total computer
run-time accumulates and can take many minutes
to several hours on powerful computers.

20.4. NUMERICAL ERRORS & INSTABILITY
Causes of NWP errors include round-off error,
truncation error, numerical instability, and dynamical instability. Dynamical instability relat-

ed to initial-condition errors will be discussed later
in the section on chaos. Additional errors not considered in this section are coding bugs, computer
viruses, user errors, and numerical or physical approximations (simplifications & parameterizations).

20.4.1. Round-off Error

Round-off error exists because computers represent numbers by a limited number of binary bits
(e.g., 32, 64, 128 bits). As a result, some real decimal
numbers can be only approximately represented in
the computer. For example, a 32-bit computer can
resolve real numbers that are different from each
other by about 3x10 –8 or greater. Any finer differences are missed.
To demonstrate, I wrote a computer program to
start with x = 0.0, and then repeatedly add 0.1 to x
(printing x at each step) until it reaches x = 3.0, at
which point I programmed it to stop. When I used
single precision (32-bits), my program never stopped.
After 30 additions it had found x = 2.9999993, but
since this was not exactly equal to 3.0, the program
kept adding 0.1 in an infinite loop (i.e., ran forever).
When I tried it again using double precision (64 bits)
it also never stopped, getting only as close to 3.0 as
x = 3.0000000000000013 .
Namely, the slight error between decimal and
binary representations of a number can accumulate
and cause unexpected outcomes of conditional tests
(“if” statements). Most modern computers use many
bits to represent numbers. Nonetheless, always consider round-off errors when you write programs.
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INFO • Early History of NWP
The first equations of fluid mechanics were formulated by Leonhard Euler in 1755, using the differential calculus invented by Isaac Newton in 1665 and
Gottfried Leibniz in 1675, and using partial derivatives as devised by Jean le Rond d’Alembert in 1746.
Terms for molecular viscosity were added by
Claude-Louis Navier in 1827 and George Stokes in
1845. The equations describing fluid motion are often called the Navier-Stokes equations. These
primitive equations for fluid mechanics were refined
by Herman von Helmholtz in 1888.
About a decade later Vilhelm Bjerknes in Norway
suggested that these same equations could be used for
the atmosphere. He was a very strong proponent of
using physics, rather than empirical rules, for making
weather forecasts.
In 1922, Lewis Fry Richardson in England published a book describing the first experimental numerical weather forecast — which he made by solving the
primitive equations with mechanical desk calculators.
His book was very highly regarded and well received
as one of the first works that combined physics and
dynamics in a thorough, interactive way.
It took him 6 weeks to make a 6 h forecast. Unfortunately, his forecast of surface pressure was off by
an order of magnitude compared to the real weather. Because of the great care that Richardson took in
producing these forecasts, most of his peers concluded
that NWP was not feasible. This discouraged further
work on NWP until two decades later.
John von Neumann, a physicist at Princeton University’s Institute for Advanced Studies, and Vladimir
Zworykin, an electronics scientist at RCA’s Princeton
Laboratories and key inventor of television, proposed
in 1945 to initiate NWP as a way to demonstrate the
potential of the recently-invented electronic computers. Their goal was to simulate the global circulation.
During the first few years they could not agree on how
to approach the problem.
Von Neumann formed a team of theoretical meteorologists including Carl-Gustav Rossby, Arnt Eliassen, Jule Charney, and George Platzman. They realized the need to simplify the full primitive equations
in order to focus their limited computer power on the
long waves of the global circulation. So Charney and
von Neumann developed a simple one-layer barotropic model (conservation of absolute vorticity).
Their first electronic computer, the ENIAC, filled
a large room at the Univ. of Pennsylvania. It used
18,000 vacuum tubes that generated tremendous heat
and frequently burned out. The research team had to
translate the differential equations into discrete form,
write the code in machine language (FORTRAN, C
and python had not yet been invented), decide the
forecast domain size, and do many preliminary calculations using slide rules and mechanical calculators.
Their first ENIAC forecasts were made in MarchApril 1950, for three weather case studies over North
America. This was the start of modern NWP.
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20.4.2. Truncation Error

(a) ∆t = 100 s = 0.33 [∆x/U]
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20.4.3. Numerical Instability

28

Numerical instability causes forecasts to blow
up. Namely, the numerical solution rapidly diverg-

(b) ∆t = 250 s = 0.83 [∆x/U]
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Truncation error was already discussed, and
refers to the neglect (i.e., truncation) of higher-order
terms in a Taylor series approximation to local gradients. If we retain more terms in the Taylor series,
then the result is a higher-order solution that is more
accurate, but which takes longer to run because
there are more terms to compute. If we truncate the
series at lower order, the numerical solution is faster
but less accurate. In NWP, time and space difference
schemes are chosen as a compromise between accuracy and speed.
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(c) ∆t = 450 s = 1.5 [∆x/U]
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es from the true solution, can have incorrect sign,
and can approach unphysical values (±∞). Truncation error is one cause of numerical instability.
Numerical instability can also occur if the wind
speeds are large, the grid size is small, and the time
step is too large. For example, eq. (20.16) models
advection by using temperature in neighboring
grid cells. But what happens if the wind speed is
so strong that temperature from a more distant location in the real atmosphere (beyond the neighboring
cell) can arrive during the time step ∆t? Such a physical situation is not accounted for in the numerical
approximation of eq. (20.16). This can create numerical errors that amplify, causing the model to blow up
(see Fig. 20.11).
Such errors can be minimized by taking a small
enough time step. The specific requirement for stability of advection processes in one dimension is
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(d) ∆t = 100 s = 0.33 [∆x/U]
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U

•(20.18)

with similar requirements in the y and z directions. This is known as the Courant-FriedrichsLewy (CFL) stability criterion, or the Courant
condition. When modelers use finer mesh grids
with smaller ∆X values, they must also reduce ∆t to
preserve numerical stability. The combined effect
greatly increases model run time on the computer.
For example, if ∆X and ∆Y are reduced by half, then
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Figure 20.11 (at left)
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Examples of numerical stability for advection, with ∆X = 3 km
and U = 10 m s –1. Thick black line is initial condition, and the
forecast after each time step is shown as rainbow colors, with
the last (6th) step dotted. A temperature signal of wavelength
10·∆X is numerically stable for time steps ∆t of (a) 100 s and (b)
250 s, but (c) = 450 s exceeds the CFL criterion, and the solution
blows up (i.e., the wave amplitude increases without bound).
(d) A 2·∆X wave does not advect at all (i.e., is unphysical).
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INFO • Resolution vs. Grid Spacing
Theoretically, the smallest horizontal wavelength
you can resolve with data at discrete grid points is
2·∆X. However, the finite-difference equations that
are used to describe advection and other dynamics
in NWP models are unable to handle 2·∆X waves.
Namely, these waves either do not advect at all (Fig.
20.11d), or they are numerically unstable.
To avoid such unphysical behavior, small wavelength waves are numerically filtered out of the model. As a result, the smallest waves that are usually
retained in NWP models are about 5 to 7·∆X.
Hence, the actual resolution (i.e., the smallest
weather features that can be modeled) are about 7
times the grid spacing. Stated another way, if you
know the size of the smallest weather system or terrain-related flow that you want to be able to forecast,
then you need to design your NWP model with horizontal grid spacing ∆X smaller than 1/7 of that size.

so must ∆t, thereby requiring 8 times as many computations to complete the forecast.
For other physical processes such as diffusion
and wave propagation, there are other requirements
for numerical stability. To preserve overall stability in the model, one must satisfy the most stringent
condition; that is, the one requiring the smallest
time step. Some high-resolution NWP models use
time steps of ∆t = 5 s or less.
For advection, one way to avoid the time-step
limitation above is to use a semi-Lagrangian method. This scheme uses the wind at each grid point to
calculate a backward trajectory. The backward
trajectory indicates the source location for air blowing into the grid cell of interest. This source location
need not be adjacent to the grid-cell of interest. By
carrying the values of meteorological variables from
the source to the destination during the time step,
advection can be successfully modeled (i.e., be numerically stable) even for long time steps.
INFO • Lipschitz Continuity
A semi-Lagrangian numerical approach can be
numerically stable if the velocity and advected variables A are limited in how fast they vary along the
back trajectory path s. Namely, a graph of A vs. s must
not cross into the orange shaded cone of Fig. 20.E, for a
double cone centered anywhere along s. Shorter time
steps give narrow cones (i.e., have steeper slopes).
This smoothness requirement is called the Lipschitz condition. In
A
the example shown in
Fig. 20.E, the curve at (1)
is OK, but at (2) is bad
because the curve crosses
s
(1)
(2)
the orange cone. Fig. 20.E
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Sample Application

What grid size, domain size, number of grid points,
and time steps would you use for a numerical model
of a hurricane, and how many computations would
be needed to make a 3-day forecast? How fast should
your computer be? [Hint: Use info from the Hurricane
chapter.]

Find the Answer

This is an example of how you design an NWP
system, including both the software and hardware.

Assume the smallest feature you want to resolve
is a thunderstorm in the eyewall. If tropical thunderstorms are about 14 km in diameter, then you would
want ∆X = (14 km)/7 = 2 km to horizontally resolve it.
Hurricanes can be 300 km in diameter. To model
the whole hurricane and a bit of its surrounding environment, you might want a horizontal domain of 500
km by 500 km. This works out to (500 km / 2 km) =
250 grid points in each of the x and y directions, giving (250)2 = 62,500 grid points in the horizontal. If you
want a model with 50 vertical levels, then you need
(50) · (62,500) = 3,125,000 grid points total.
If you want to be able to forecast hurricanes up
through category 5 (wind speed > 69 m s–1), then design for a max wind of 80 m s–1. The CFL criterion (eq.
20.18) gives ∆t = (2000 m)/(80 m s–1) = 25 s. Thus, a
3-day forecast would require (72 h) · (3600 s h–1) / (25
s) = 10,368 time steps.
The temperature forecast eq (20.17) has about 43
arithmetic operations (adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides). We have 7 equations of motion, so this gives
about (7 ·43 ≈) 300 operations. You must do these operations at each grid point for each time step, giving a
total = 3,125,000 x 10,368 x 300 ≈ 1013 operations.
But we haven’t included the calculations for all the
other physics (clouds, turbulence, precipitation, radiation, etc.) that must be done at each grid point. As
a quick estimate, round up to 1015 floating-point
(real-number) operations.
But you need to complete all these calculations
quickly, in order to be useful as a forecast to warn people to evacuate. Suppose you design the model to finish within 3 h (=10,800 s) of computer run time. Thus,
your computer must be powerful enough to compute
at the rate of (1015 operations)/(10,800 s) ≈ 1011 = 100
gigaflops (where 1 flops = 1 floating-point operation per second).

Check: Units OK. Physics OK.
Exposition: The number of calculations needed to
make a hurricane forecast is tremendous, and requires
a powerful computer. As computer power increases,
NWP modelers strive for finer horizontal and vertical
resolution spanning larger domains, and including
more accurate (and complex) physics parameterizations.
Namely, NWP modelers always tend to fully use
all the computer power available, and dream of even
more powerful computers.
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A SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE • Mathematics

20.5. THE NUMERICAL FORECAST PROCESS

“To have to translate one’s verbal statement into
mathematical formulae compels one to scrutinize
the ideas therein expressed. Next the possession of
formulae makes it much easier to deduce the consequences. In this way absurd implications, which
might have passed unnoticed in a verbal statement,
are brought clearly into view & stimulate one to
amend the formula.
Mathematical expressions have, however, their
special tendencies to pervert thought: the definiteness may be spurious, existing in the equation but
not in the phenomena to be described; and the brevity may be due to the omission of the more important
things, simply because they cannot be mathematized.
Against these faults we must constantly be on our
guard.”
					
– L.F. Richardson, 1919
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Figure 20.12
Hypothetical forecast schedule, for a 00 UTC initialization.
A: wait for weather observations to arrive.
B: data assimilation to produce the analysis (ICs).
C: coarse-mesh forecast.
D: fine-mesh forecast, initialized from 00 UTC.
E: fine-mesh forecast initialized from coarse forecast at 12 h.
F: post-processing and creation of products (e.g., weather maps).

Weather forecasting is an initial value problem. As shown in eq. (20.17), you must know the
initial conditions on the right hand side in order

to forecast the temperature at later times (t + ∆t).
Thus, to make forecasts of real weather, you must
start with observations of real weather.
Weather-observation platforms and instruments
were already discussed in the Weather Reports
chapter. Data from these instruments are communicated to central locations. Government forecast centers use these weather data to make the forecasts.
There are three phases of this forecast process.
First is pre-processing, where weather observations
from various locations and times around the world
are assimilated into a regular grid of initial conditions known as an analysis. Second is the actual
computerized NWP forecast, where the finite-difference approximations of the equations of motion
are iteratively stepped forward in time. Finally,
post-processing is performed to refine and correct
the forecasts, and to produce additional secondary
products tailored for specific users.
Fig. 20.12 shows a hypothetical forecast schedule,
for a weather forecast initialized from 00 UTC synoptic observations. First, it takes a few hours (timeline A in Fig. 20.12) for all the data to be communicated from around the world to the weather forecast
center (WFC). This step includes quality control,
and rejection of suspected bad data.
Next, the data assimilation programs run for a
few hours (B) to create a gridded analysis field. This
is the optimum initial condition for the NWP model. At this point, we are ready to start making the
forecast, but the initial conditions are already 6 h old
compared to the present weather.
So the first part of forecast (C) is spent trying to
catch up to “present”. This wasted initial forecast
period is not lamented, because startup problems
associated with the still-slightly-imbalanced initial
conditions yield preliminary results that should be
discarded anyway. Forecasts that occur AFTER the
weather has already happened are known as hindcasts, as shown by the shaded area in Fig. 20.12.
The computer continues advancing the forecast
(C) by taking small time steps. As the NWP forecast
reaches key times, such as 6, 12, 18, and 24 (=00) UTC,
the forecast fields are saved for post-processing and
display (F). Lead time is how much the forecast
is ahead of real time. For example, for coarse-mesh
model (C), weather-map products (F) that are produced for a valid time of 18 UTC appear with a lead
time of about 8 h before 18 UTC actually happens, in
this hypothetical illustration.
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SALL = 

∑ (Pi / Si )

−1

and where ΣPi = 1.
Special programs called profilers can find how
much time it takes to run each component of an NWP
model, such as for the implementation of the Weather
Research & Forecast (WRF) model shown below.
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Over the past few decades, it has been learned
by experience that numerical models give bad forecasts if they are initialized from raw observed data.
One reason is that the in-situ observation network
has large gaps, such as over the oceans and in much
of the Southern Hemisphere. Also, while there are
many observations at the surface, there are fewer
in-situ observations aloft. Remote sensors on satellites do not observe many of the needed dynamic
variables (U, V, W, T, rT, ρ) directly, and have very
poor vertical resolution. Observations can also
contain errors, and local flow around mountains or
trees can cause observations that are not representative of the larger-scale flow.
The net effect of such gaps, errors, and inconsistencies is that the numerical representation of this
initial condition is imbalanced. By imbalanced,
we mean that the observed winds disagree with the
theoretical winds. An example of a theoretical wind

Computer architect Gene Amdahl described the
overall speedup factor SALL of a computer program
as a function of the speedup Si of individual subroutines, where Pi is the portion of the total computation
done by subroutine i:

nam
Dy

20.5.1. Balanced Mass and Flow Fields

INFO • Amdahl’s Law

.7%
diff. 5

Fig. 20.12 shows a coarse-mesh model (C) that
takes 3 h of computation for each 24 h of forecast,
as indicated by the slope of line (C). A finer-mesh
model might take longer to run (with gentler slope).
Model (D) takes 18 h to make a 24 h forecast, and if
initialized from the 00 UTC initial conditions, might
never catch up to the real weather during Day 1.
Hence, it would be useless as a forecast — it would
never escape from the hindcast domain.
But for one-way nesting, a fine-mesh forecast (E)
could be initialized from the 12 UTC coarse-mesh
forecast. This is analogous to a multi-stage rocket,
where the coarse mesh (C) blasts the forecast from
the past to the future, and then the finer-mesh (E)
can remain in the future even though E has the same
slope as D.
NWP meteorologists always have the need for
speed. Faster computers allow most phases of the
forecast process to run faster, allowing finer-resolution forecasts over larger domains with more accuracy and greater lead time. Speed-up can also be
achieved computationally by making the dynamics
and physics subroutines run faster, by utilizing more
processor cores, and by utilizing special computer
chips such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).
However, tremendous speed-up of a few subroutines
might cause only a small speed-up in the overall run
time of the NWP model, as explained by Amdahl’s
Law (see INFO Box).
The actual duration of phases (A) through (F)
vary with the numerical forecast center, depending
on their data-assimilation method, model numerics,
domain size, grid resolution, and computer power.
Details of the forecast phases are explained next.
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Fig. 20.F. Portion of total run time of the
WRF model for some of the major components.
• “incorp. tend.” = incorporation of tendencies.
• “diff.” = diffusion.  
• “uvw advect.” = advection of U, V, and W wind
		components.
• “microphysics” = hydrometeor parameterizations.
• “cu” = parameterizations for convective clouds.
• “ABL & sfc.” = boundary layer and surface
		parameterizations.
For example, if graphics-processing units
(GPUs) speed up the microphysics 20 times and
speed up scalar advection by 1.8 times (i.e., an 80%
speedup), and the remaining 60.6% of WRF has no
speedup, then overall:
SALL = [0.163/20 + 0.231/1.8 + 0.606/1]–1 = 1.35
Namely, even though the microphysics portion of the
model is sped up 2000%, the overall speedup of WRF
is 35% in this hypothetical example.
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Figure 20.13
Demonstration of a dynamic system becoming balanced. (a)
Balanced initial state of a pond of water (shaded blue), with no
waves and no currents. Dark-blue dotted line shows this initial
water level. (b) Extra water added in center of pond, causing
the water-mass distribution to not be in equilibrium with the
waves and currents. (c) Wave generation as the pond adjusts
itself toward a new balanced state. (d) Final balanced state with
slightly higher water everywhere, but no waves and no currents.

is the geostrophic wind, which is based on temperature and pressure fields via atmospheric dynamics.
Balanced and imbalanced flows can be illustrated with a pond of water. Suppose initially the water-level is everywhere level, and the water currents
and waves are zero (Fig. 20.13a). This flow system
is balanced, because with a level pond surface we
indeed expect no currents or waves. Next, add extra
water to the center of the pond (Fig. 20.13b). This
mass field (i.e., the distribution of water mass in
the pond) is not balanced with the flow field (i.e.,
the motions or circulations within the pond, which
for Fig. 20.13b are assumed to be zero). This imbalance causes waves and currents to form (Fig. 20.13c),
which help to redistribute mass. These transient
waves and currents decay, leaving the pond in a new
balanced state (i.e., level water surface, no waves, no
currents), but with slightly greater water depth.
Consider what happens to a numerical model of
the pond if observation errors are incorporated into
the initial conditions. Suppose that the water level
in the center of the numerical pond is erroneously
“observed” to be 1 m higher than the level everywhere else (Fig. 20.13b). Namely, the “true” initial
conditions might be like Fig. 20.13a, but observation
errors might cause the “modeled” initial conditions
to be like Fig. 20.13b.
A well-designed numerical model of a pond
would simulate the dynamical behavior of an actual
pond. Hence, the modeled pond would respond
as in Figs. 20.13c & d, even though the actual pond
would remain motionless as in Fig. 20.13a.
The transient waves and currents are an artifact
of the poor initial conditions in the model, and are
not representative of the true flow in the real pond.
Hence, the forecast results are not to be trusted during the first few minutes of the forecast period while
the model is adjusting itself to a balanced state.
Numerical forecasts of the atmosphere have the
same problem, but on a longer time scale than a
pond. Namely, the first 0.5 to 3 hours of a weather
forecast are relatively useless while the model adjusts
to imbalances in the initial conditions (see the Data
Assimilation section). During this startup period,
simulated atmospheric waves are bouncing around
in the model, both vertically and horizontally.
After the first 3 to 12 h of forecast, the dynamics are fairly well balanced, and give essentially the
same forecast as if the fields were balanced from the
start. However, spurious waves in the model might
also cause unjustified rejection of good data during
data assimilation (see next subsection).
Also, the erroneous waves can generate erroneous clouds that cause erroneous precipitation, etc.
The net result could be an unrealistic loss of water
from the model that could reduce the chance of future cloud formation and precipitation. Change of
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water content is just one of many irreversible processes that can permanently harm the forecast.
In summary, initialization problems cause a
transient period of poor forecast quality, and can
permanently degrade longer-term forecast skill
or cause rejection of good data. Data-assimilation
methods (described next) attempt to reduce startup
imbalances, and are an important part of NWP.

20.5.2. Data Assimilation and Analysis

The technique of incorporating observations into
the model’s initial conditions is called data assimilation (DA). Most assimilation techniques capitalize on the tendency of NWP models to create a balanced state during their forecasts.
One can utilize the balanced state from a previous forecast as a first guess of the initial conditions
for a new forecast. When new weather observations
are incorporated with the first guess, the result is
called a weather analysis.
To illustrate the initialization process, suppose
a forecast was started using initial conditions at 00
UTC, and that a 6-hour forecast was produced, valid
at 06 UTC. This 06 UTC forecast could serve as the
first guess for new initial conditions, into which the
new 06 UTC weather observations could be incorporated. The resulting 06 UTC analysis could then
be used as the initial conditions to start the next
forecast run. The process could then be repeated for
successive forecasts started every 6 h.
Although the analysis represents current or recent-past weather (not a forecast), the analyzed field
is usually not exactly equal to the raw observations
because the analysis has been smoothed and partially balanced. Observations are used as follows.
First, an automated initial screening of the raw
data is performed. During this quality control
phase, some observations are rejected because they
are unphysical (e.g., negative humidities), or they
disagree with most of the surrounding observations.
In locations of the world where the observation network is especially dense, neighboring observations
are averaged together to make a smaller number of
statistically-robust observations.
When incorporating the remaining weather observations into the analysis, the raw data from various sources are not treated equally. Some sources
have greater likelihood of errors, and are weighted
less than those observations of higher quality. Also,
observations made slightly too early or too late, or
made at a different altitude, are weighted less. In
some locations such as the tropics where Coriolis
force and pressure gradients are weak, more weight
can be given to the winds than to the pressures.
We focus on two data-assimilation methods
here: optimum-interpolation DA and variational
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INFO • The Pacific Data Void
One hazard of data assimilation is that the resulting analysis does not represent truth, because the
analysis includes a previous forecast as a first guess.
If the previous forecast was wrong, then the subsequent analysis is poor.
Even worse are situations where there are little
or no observation data. For data-sparse regions, the
first-guess from the previous forecast dominates the
“analysis”. This means that future forecasts start
from old forecasts, not from observations. Forecast
errors tend to accumulate and amplify, causing very
poor forecast skill further downstream.
One such region is over the N.E. Pacific Ocean.
From Fig. 9.23 in the Weather Reports & Map Analysis
chapter, there are no rawinsonde observations (RAOBs) in that region to provide data at the dynamically
important mid-tropospheric altitudes. Ships and
buoys provide some surface data, and aircraft and
satellites provide data near the tropopause, but there
is a sparsity of data in the middle. This is known as
the Pacific data void.
Poor forecast skill is indeed observed downstream
of this data void, in British Columbia, Canada, and
Washington and Oregon, USA. The weather-forecast
difficulty there is exacerbated by the complex terrain
of mountains and shoreline.

INFO • Giving a Weather Briefing
NWP forecast maps make up an important part
of most weather briefings, but they should not be the
only part. Bosart (2003), Snelling (1982), West (2011),
and others recommend the following:
Your discussion should answer 6 questions:
		 • What has happened?
		 • Why has it happened?
		
		

• What is happening?
• Why is it happening?

		
		

• What will happen?
• Why will it happen?

Identify forecast issues throughout your briefing:
		 • Difficult/tricky forecast details.
		 • Significant/interesting weather.
Go from the large scale to the smaller scales.
Verify your previous forecast.
Encourage questions, discussion, and debate.
For the past and current weather portions of the
briefing, show satellite images/animations, radar images/animations, soundings, and weather analyses.
Speak clearly, concisely, loudly, and with confidence. No forecast is perfect, but do the best you can.
Your audience will appreciate your sincerity.
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Table 20-2.

Standard deviation σo of observation errors.
σo

Sensor Type

(m s–1)
3 to 4
5 to 6
0.5 to 2.7
3

Wind errors in the lower troposphere:
Surface stations and ship obs
Drifting buoy
Rawinsonde, wind profiler
Aircraft and satellite

Pressure errors:

(kPa)
0.1
0.2
0.4

Surface weather stations & Rawinsonde
Ship and drifting buoy
S. Hemisphere manual analysis

Geopotential height errors:

(m)
7
14
32
13 to 26

Temperature errors:

(°C)
0.5 to 1.0
0.5
< 1.5

Surface weather stations
Ship and drifting buoy
S. Hemisphere manual analysis
Rawinsonde

Automated Surface Obs. System (ASOS)
Rawinsonde upper-air obs at z < 15 km
		 at altitudes near 30 km

Humidity errors:

0.6 to 4.4
5
15

ASOS surface weather stations: Td (°C)
Rawinsonde in lower troposph: RH (%)
		 near tropopause: RH (%)

Sample Application

A drifting buoy observes a wind of M = 10 m s–1,
while the first guess for the same location gives an 8
m s–1 wind with 2 m s–1 likely error. Find the analysis
wind speed.

Find the Answer

Given: MO = 10 m s–1, M F = 8 m s–1, σf = 2 m s–1
Find: M A = ? m s–1
Use Table 20-2 for Wind Errors: Drifting buoy:
σo = 6 m s–1
Use eq. (20.20) for wind speed M:
M A = MF ·
M A = (8m/s)·

σo

2

σ f 2 + σ o2

+ MO ·

(6m/s)2
2

2

(2 m/s) + (6m/s)

20.5.2.1. Objective optimum interpolation

Let σo be the standard deviation of raw-observation errors from a sensor such as a rawinsonde (Table 20-2). Larger σ indicates larger errors.
Let σf be the standard deviation of errors associated with the first guess from a previous forecast.
These are also known as background errors. Generally, error increases with increasing forecast range.
For example, some global NWP models have the following errors for geopotential height Z of the 50-kPa
isobaric surface:
σ Zf = a · t

				

σ f 2 + σ o2
(2 m/s)2
2

2

(2 m/s) + (6m/s)

= (8 m s–1)·(36/40) + (10 m s–1)·(4/40) = 8.2 m s –1

Check: Units OK. Physics OK.
Exposition: Because the drifting buoy has such a

large error, it is given very little weight in producing
the analysis. If it had been given equal weight as the
first guess, then the average of the two would have
been 9 m s–1. It might seem disconcerting to devalue a
real observation compared to the artificial value of the
first guess, but it is needed to avoid startup problems.

(20.19)

where a ≈ 11 m day–1 and t is forecast time range.
Namely, a first guess from a 2-day forecast is less
accurate (has greater error) than a first guess from a
1-day forecast.
An optimum interpolation analysis weights
the first guess F and the observation O according to
their errors to produce an analysis field A:
		 A = F·

σ o2

σ f 2 + σ o2

+ O·

σf2
σ f 2 + σ o2

(20.20)

where A, F, O , and σ all apply to the same one
weather element, such as pressure, temperature, or
wind. If the observation has larger errors than the
first guess, then the analysis weights the observation less and the first-guess more.
The equation above can be used to define a cost
function J:
			 J ( A) =

σf2

+ (10m/s)·

DA. Both are objective analysis methods in the
sense that they are calculated by computer based on
equations, in contrast to a “subjective analysis” by a
human (such as was demonstrated in the Map Analysis chapter).

1  ( F − A)2 (O − A)2 


+
2  σ 2f
σ 2o 


(20.21)

where the optimum analysis from eq. (20.20) gives
the minimum cost for eq. (20.21). An analysis (A)
is bad (i.e., costly) if A differs greatly from F and O.
Optimum interpolation is “local” in the sense
that it considers only the observations near a grid
point when producing an analysis for that point.
Also, optimum interpolation is not perfect, leaving
some imbalances that cause atmospheric gravity
waves to form in the subsequent forecast. A normal-mode initialization modifies the analysis
further by removing the characteristics that might
excite gravity waves.
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20.5.2.2. Variational data assimilation

Another scheme, called variational analysis,
attempts to match secondary characteristics calculated from the analysis field to observations so as to
minimize the cost function. For example, the radiation emitted by air of the analyzed temperature is
compared to radiance measured by satellite, allowing corrections to be made to the temperature analysis as appropriate.
Eq. (20.21) can be modified to utilize such secondary observations:

( Y − H ( A) )
1  ( F − A)
		 J ( A) = 
+
2  σ 2f
σ 2yo

2

2





Sample Application

The water vapor channel of a satellite observes a
radiance of 1.53 W·m–2·µm–1·sr–1 over Paris. On average, this channel has an error standard deviation of
0.05 W·m–2·µm–1·sr–1. Output from a previous NWP
run gives a temperature of –35°C at altitude 8 km over
Paris, which we can use as a balanced first guess for
the new analysis. This forecast has an error standard
deviation of 1°C. The upper troposphere over Paris is
very humid. For your analysis, find the “best” estimate of the temperature at 8 km over Paris.

Find the Answer
(20.22)

where H is an operator that converts from the analysis variable A to the secondary observed variable Y,
and σyo is the standard deviation of observation errors for variable Y. The “best” analysis A is the one
that minimizes the value of the cost function J. This
minimum can be found by an iterative approach, or
by trial and error.
For example, suppose a satellite radiometer looks
toward Paris, and measures the upwelling radiance
L for an infrared wavelength λ corresponding to the
water-vapor channel of Fig. 8.8 in the Satellites & Radar chapter. This channel has the strongest returns
at about 8 km altitude. For this example, Y is the
measured radiance L. H(A) is the Planck blackbody
radiance function (eq. 8.1), and A is the analysis temperature at 8 km over Paris. To find the best analysis,
guess different values of A, calculate the associated
cost function values, and iterate towards the value of
A that yields the lowest value of cost function.
The variational approach allows you to consider all worldwide observations at the same time — a
method called 3DVar. To do this, the first-guess (F),
analysis (A), and observation (O) factors in eq. (20.22)
must be replaced by vectors (arrays of numbers) containing all grid points in the whole 3-D model domain, and all observations made worldwide at the
analysis time. Also, the first-guess and observation
error variances must be replaced by covariance matrices. Although the resulting matrix-equation version of (20.22) contains millions of elements, large
computers can iterate towards a “best” analysis.
An extension is 4DVar, where the additional dimension is time. This allows off-time observations
to be incorporated into the variational analysis.
4DVar is even more computationally expensive than
3DVar. Although the role of any analysis method is
to create the initial conditions for an NWP forecast,
often it takes more computer time and power to create the optimum initial conditions than to run the
subsequent numerical forecast.

Given: Lo = 1.53 W·m–2·µm–1·sr–1 , TF = –35°C at 8 km
σLo = 0.05 W·m–2·µm–1·sr–1 , σTf = 1°C , watervapor channel: λ = 6.7 µm from the Satellites &
Radar chapter with peak weighting function at z ≈ 8
km. High humidity implies blackbody emissions.
Find: TA = ? °C at 8 km altitude over Paris.
Use eq. (20.22), & use Planck’s Law eq. 8.1 for H(TA)
2


 
c1B · λ −5
1  (TF − TA )2
1  Lo −
 
J (TA ) = 
+ 2 
 c2 
 
2  σ2
−
exp
1
σ Lo 
 λ·T 
Tf
 
A




with c1B = 1.191043x108 W·m–2·µm4·sr–1 and c2 = 14387.75
µm K from near eq. (8.1) in The Satellites & Radar chapter. [Hint: don’t forget to convert TA in Kelvin to use
in Planck’s Law.]
Calculate J(TA) for various values of TA. I will start
with a std. atmosphere guess of TA = –37°C at 8 km.
J = 0.5 · { [(–35°C)–(–37°C)]2/(1°C)2 +
(1/(0.05u)2 ·[1.53u – (8822u/(exp(9.09926) – 1)) ]2 }
J = 0.5 ·{ 4 + 118.4 } = 61.2 (dimensionless)
where u are units of W·m–2·µm–1·sr–1.
Repeating the calculation in a spreadsheet for other
values of TA in the range of –37 to –25°C gives:
70
60
50
J

40
30
20
–40

–35

TA (°C)

–30

–25

The best analysis is at minimum cost J, near TA= –30°C

Check: Units OK. TA value reasonable.
Exposition: The satellite radiance corresponds to a

brightness temperature of –25°C. An error propagation
calculation (see Appendix A) for eq. (8.1) shows that
a radiance error of σLo = 0.05 W·m–2·µm–1·sr–1 corresponds to a brightness-temperature error of 1°C. Thus,
both the first guess and the observed radiance have
the same effective error, giving TA equally weighted
between the satellite value –25°C and the first-guess
value –35°C. Try different error values in the spreadsheet to see how TA varies between –35 & –25°C.
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Table 20-3. Hierarchy of operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) models.

Forecast Type Fcst. Duration
& (Fcst. Cycle)

Domain
& (∆X)

nowcasts

0 to 3 h
local: town,
(re-run every few county
minutes)
(100s of m)

short-range

3 h to 3 days
regional: state,
(re-run every few national, contihours)
nental
(1 to 5 km)

medium-range

3 to 7 days
(re-run daily)

long-range

7 days to 1 month global
(re-run daily or (25 to 100 km)
weekly)

seasonal

1 to 12 months
(re-run monthly)

GCM*

1 to 1000 years global
[non-operational (100 to 500 km)
(not run routinely); focus instead
on case studies &
hypothetical scenarios.]

continental to
global
(5 to 25 km)

global
(100 to 500 km)

* GCM = Global Climate Model -or- General Circulation Model.

The next phase of the forecast process is the running of the NWP models. Recall that weather consists of the superposition of many different scales of
motion (Table 10-6), from small turbulent eddies to
large Rossby waves. Different NWP models focus
on different time and spatial scales (Table 20-3).
Unfortunately, the forecast quality of the smaller
scales deteriorates much more rapidly than that for
the larger scales. For example, cloud forecasts might
be good out to 2 to 12 hours, frontal forecasts might
be good out to 12 to 36 hours, while the Rossby-wave
forecasts might be useful out to several days. Fig.
20.14 indicates the ranges of horizontal scales over
which the forecast is reasonably skillful.
Don’t be deceived when you look at a weather
forecast, because all scales are superimposed on the
weather map regardless of the forecast duration.
Thus, when studying a 5 day forecast, you should
try to ignore the small features on the weather map
such as thunderstorms or frontal positions. Even
though they exist on the map, they are probably
wrong. Only the positions of the major ridges and
troughs in the jet stream might possess any forecast
skill at this forecast duration. Maps in the next section illustrate such deterioration of small scales.

20.5.4. Case Study: 22-25 Feb 1994

Figures 20.15a-e show the weather valid at 00
UTC on 24 February 1994. Fig. 20.15a gives the verifying analysis; namely, a smoothed fit to the actual
weather measured at 00 UTC on 24 Feb 1994.

0
Horizontal Scales (km)

20.5.3. Forecast

1000
2000
Skillful

3000
4000
5000
1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
Forecast Range (days)

9

10

Figure 20.14
Range of horizontal scales having reasonable forecast skill (shaded) for various forecast durations. [from the European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), 1999]

Figure 20.15a		

(courtesy of ECMWF)
Analysis of 85 kPa temperature (°C, dashed lines) & mean
sea-level pressure (hPa, solid lines), valid 00 UTC 24 Feb 94.
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Figs. 20.15b-e give the weather forecasts valid for the same time, but initialized 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, and 7.5 days
earlier. For example, Fig. 20.15b was initialized with weather observations from 12 UTC on 22 Feb 94, and the
resulting 1.5 day forecast valid at 00 UTC on 24 Feb 94 is shown in the figure. Fig. 20.15c was initialized from
12 UTC on 20 Feb 94, and the resulting 3.5 day forecast is shown in the figure. Thus, each succeeding figure is
the result of a longer-range forecast, which started with earlier observations, but ended at the same time.

Figure 20.15b

Figure 20.15d

1.5-day forecast, valid 00 UTC 24 Feb 94, started from initialization data at 12 UTC on 22 Feb 94. (From ECMWF.)

5.5-day forecast, valid 00 UTC 24 Feb 94, started from initialization data at 12 UTC on 18 Feb 94. (From ECMWF.)

Figure 20.15c

Figure 20.15e

3.5-day forecast, valid 00 UTC 24 Feb 94, started from initialization data at 12 UTC on 20 Feb 94. (From ECMWF.)

7.5-day forecast, valid 00 UTC 24 Feb 94, started from initialization data at 12 UTC on 16 Feb 94. (From ECMWF.)
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INFO • Linear Regression
Suppose that y represents a weather element
observed at a weather station. Let x be the corresponding forecast by a NWP model. Over many
days, you might accumulate many (N) data points
(xi, yi) of forecasts and corresponding observations,
where i is the data-point index.
If you anticipate that the relationship between x
and y is linear, then that relationship can be described
by:
				
y = ao + a1 ·x
where ao is an unknown bias (called the intercept),
and a1 is an unknown trend (called the slope).
The best-fit (in the least-squared-error sense)
coefficients are:
ao =

( x )· xy − x2 · ( y )
( x )2 − x2

a1 =

( x )· y − xy
( x )2 − x2

20.5.5. Post-processing

The overbar indicates an average over all data points
of the quantity appearing under the overbar; e.g.:
x=

N

1
xi
N i =1

∑

xy =

N

1
( xi · y i )
N i =1

∑

x2 =

N

∑(

1
xi 2
N i =1

)

INFO • Kalman Filter (KF)
Rudolf Kalman suggested a method that we can
modify to estimate the bias x in tomorrow’s forecast.
It uses the observed bias y in today’s forecast, and
also uses yesterday’s estimate for today’s bias xold:
				 x = xold + β· ( y − xold )

2

0.0

x, y (bias)

r=

The Kalman gain β depends on ratio r = σ2PL/σ2NWP ,
where σ2PL is the “predictability-limit” error variance
associated with the chaotic nature of a “perfect”
weather-forecast model, and σ2NWP is the error variance of the operational NWP model. If those error
variances are steady, then β = 0.5·[(r2+4r)1/2 – r]. The
e-folding response time (days) is τ = –1/[ln(1–β)].
Midlatitude weather is more variable and less predictable in winter. As a result, useful values are:
• Winter:
r ≈ 0.06 , β = 0.217 , τ = 4 days.
• Summer: r ≈ 0.02 , β = 0.132 , τ = 7 days.
1.2
This Fig. shows
a noisy input y
1
(thin tan line) &
0.8
KF responses x
(thicker lines)
0.6
for different
0.4
values of the
0.2
ratio r. The
KF adapts to
0
changes, and
–0.2
is recursive.
0.0

6

Fig. 20.G

–10

0

10

day

Solid isobars are MSL pressure in mb (1000 mb
= 100 kPa), plotted every 5 mb. Dashed isotherms
are 85-kPa temperatures, plotted every 2.5°C, with
the 0°C line darker. The map domain covers eastern
North America, and is centered on Lake Ontario.
These figures demonstrate the inconsistency of
forecasts started at different times with different
initial conditions. Such inconsistency is inherent in
all forecasts, and illustrates the limits of predictability. The analysis (Fig. 20.15a) shows a low centered
near Detroit, Michigan, with a cold front extending
southwest toward Arkansas. The 1.5-day forecast
(Fig. 20.15b) is reasonably close, but the 3.5-day forecast (Fig. 20.15c) shows the low too far south and the
cold front too far west. The 5.5 and 7.5-day forecasts
(Fig. 20.15d & e) show improper locations for the
fronts and lows, but larger-scale features are good.

20

30

After the dynamical computer model has completed its forecast, additional post-processing
computations can be made with the saved output.
Post-processing can include:
• forecast refinement to correct biases,
• calculation of secondary weather variables,
• drawing of weather maps and other graphics,
• compression into databases & climatologies, &
• verification (see the Forecast Quality section).

20.5.5.1. Forecast Refinement

Forecasts often contain biases (systematic errors;
see Appendix A), due to the NWP model formulation, the initial conditions used, and characteristics
of different locales. For example, towns might be
located in valleys or near coastlines. These are landscape features that can modify the local weather, but
which might not be captured by a coarse-mesh numerical model. A number of automated statistical
techniques (e.g., linear regression, Kalman filtering) can be applied as post-processing to reduce
the biases and to tune the model output toward the
climatologically-expected or observed local weather.
Two classical statistical methods are the Perfect
Prog Method (PPM) and Model Output Statistics (MOS). Both methods use a best-fit statistical
regression (see INFO boxes) to relate input fields
(predictors) to different output fields (predictands). An example of a predictand is surface temperature at a weather station, while predictors for it
might include values interpolated from the nearest
NWP grid points. PPM uses observations as predictors to determine regression coefficients, while MOS
uses model forecast fields. Once the regression coefficients are found, both methods then use the model
forecast fields as the predictors to find the surfacetemperature forecast for that weather station.
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Best-fit regressions are found using multi-year
sets of predictors and predictands. The parameters
of the resulting best-fit regression equations are held
constant during their subsequent usage.
The PPM method has the advantage that it does
not depend on the particular forecast model, and
can be used immediately after changing the forecast
model. The PPM produces best predictand values
(e.g., of secondary variables) only when the model
produces perfect predictor forecasts, which is rare.
The MOS advantage is that any systematic model
errors can be compensated by the statistical regression. A disadvantage of MOS is that a multi-year set
of model output must first be collected and statistically fit, before the resulting regression can be used
for future forecasts. Both MOS and PPM have a disadvantage that the statistical parameters are fixed.
Alternative methods include the Kalman Filter
(KF; see INFO box) and Updateable MOS, which
continually refine their statistical parameters each
day. They share the advantage of MOS in that they
use model output for the predictors. They learn
from their mistakes (i.e., are adaptive), and can automatically and quickly re-tune themselves after any
changes in the numerical model or in the synoptic
conditions. They are recursive (tomorrow’s bias correction depends on today’s bias correction, not on
many years of past data), which significantly reduces the data-storage requirements. A disadvantage is
that the KF cannot capture rare, extreme events.

20.5.5.2. Calculation of Secondary Variables

Fundamental output from the NWP forecast include winds, temperature, pressure or height, mixing ratio, and precipitation. Additional weather
variables can be created for human forecasters, for
the general public, and for specific industries such
as agriculture, transportation, and utilities. Some
of these secondary variables (such as relative humidity) can be calculated directly from the primary
fields using their defining equations. Other secondary variables (such as visibility) can be estimated
statistically via regression.
Secondary thermodynamic variables include:
potential temperature, virtual potential temperature, liquid-water or equivalent potential temperature, wet-bulb temperature, near-surface (z = 2 m)
temperature, surface skin temperature, surface heat
fluxes, surface albedo, wind-chill temperature, static
stability, short- and long-wave radiation, and various storm-potential indices such as CAPE.
Secondary moisture variables include: relative
humidity, cloudiness (altitudes and coverage), precipitation type and amount, visibility, near-surface
dew-point (z = 2 m), soil wetness, and snowfall.

Sample Application (§)

Given the following set of past data (Tfcst vs. Tobs):
(a) Find the best-fit straight line. Namely, train MOS
using linear regression (see Linear Regr. INFO box).
(b) If the NWP forecast for tomorrow is Tfcst = 15°C,
then post-process it to estimate the bias-corrected T ?

Find the Answer

Given: The first 3 columns of data below.
Find: ao = ? °C, a1 = ? , Tfcst = ? °C
(a) Train MOS using past data to find the coefficients.
i

x=Tfcst

y=Tobs

x·y

x2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

-10
-8
-6
-4
-2
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

-11.4
-7.9
0.7
-2.7
-1.4
3.8
5.0
3.8
6.7
14.7
13.9
17.9
17.7
24.8
22.0
28.4
27.2
34.3
34.7
29.7
36.7

114.0
62.8
-4.0
10.9
2.8
0.0
10.1
15.2
40.0
117.5
139.1
214.3
247.8
397.0
396.4
568.0
599.5
822.0
902.7
831.1
1100.3

100
64
36
16
4
0
4
16
36
64
100
144
196
256
324
400
484
576
676
784
900

avg=

10.0

14.2

313.7

246.7

ao = (10 · 313.7 – 246.7 · 14.2) / (102 – 246.7) = 2.52 °C
a1 = ( 10 · 14.2 – 313.7 ) / (102 – 246.7) = 1.17 (dim’less)
The original data points and the best-fit line are:
40

20
Tobs
(°C)
0

–20
–20

0

Tfcst (°C)

20

40

(b) Use MOS to correct the forecast: T = ao + a1 · Tfcst .
T = (2.52°C) + 1.17·(15°C) = 20.1 °C.

Check: Units OK. Line fits data nicely.
Exposition: The predictor (x) and predictand (y) need

not have the same units. For example, MOS could be
trained to use model forecasts of relative humidity (%)
to estimate observed values of visibility (km).
If you draw a vertical line from each data point
to the regressed line, then the length of each line is a
measure of the error between the data and the regression. Square each error value and sum them to give
the total error. Linear regression is a “best fit” in the
sense of finding the “least squared error”.
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Sample Application

Given the following simplified MOS regression:
Tmin = –295 + 0.4 · T15 + 0.25 · ∆TH + 0.6 · Td

for daily minimum temperature (K) in winter at Madison, Wisconsin, where T15 = observed surface temperature (K) at 15 UTC, ∆TH = model forecast of 10085 kPa thickness (m), and Td = model fcst. dew point
(K). Predict Tmin given NWP model forecasts of: T15 =
273 K, ∆TH = 1,200 m, and Td = 260 K.

Find the Answer

Given: T15 = 273 K, ∆TH = 1,200 m, and Td = 260 K.
Find: Tmin = ? K
Tmin = –295 + 0.4·(273) + 0.25·(1,200)+ 0.6·(260)
		 = 270.2 ≈ –3°C.

Check: Units OK. Physics OK.
Exposition: Chilly, but typical for winter in Madison.

Note that MOS regressions can be made for any variables in any units. Thus, (1) units might not be consistent from term to term in the regression, but (2) you
MUST use the same units for each variable as was used
when the MOS regression was created.

INFO • NWP, The Quiet Revolution
In their 2015 paper, P. Bauer, A. Thorpe and G.
Brunet reviewed “The quiet revolution of numerical
weather prediction.” Nature (doi:10.1038/nature14956).
“Revolution” in the sense that NWP has mostly superseded humans in its ability to rapidly collect and
quality-control observations, make analyses, make
forecasts, produce weather maps, write the text of
weather forecasts, track NWP skill, save climatologies,
adjust the forecasts to locales, tailor outputs of secondary variables, and disseminate it all via the internet.
“Quiet” in the sense that the forecast skill improvements happened gradually over many decades.
As a result of the shrinking advantage of human
forecasters over NWP, the role of the meteorologist is
changing. Some countries don’t allow their government meteorologists to modify the automated forecast, or limit the changes that are allowed.
Instead, modern meteorologists interpret the NWP
output to relate it to human needs (food, water, energy), safety, and social conditions. Meteorologists use
NWP forecasts to help make decisions in weather-dependent industries and insurance, to analyze effects of
storms and climate change that relate to engineering
design and building-code policy, to anticipate where
clean-energy facilities could be built, and to improve
transportation safety and commerce.
University curricula are changing to reflect these
new roles. We still teach the physics and dynamics
of how the weather works. But we increasingly emphasize the social aspects interpreting, applying, and
communicating the NWP forecasts.

Secondary dynamic variables include streamlines, trajectories, absolute vorticity, potential vorticity, isentropic potential vorticity, dynamic tropopause height, vorticity advection, Richardson
number, dynamic stability, near-surface winds (z
= 10 m), surface stress, surface roughness, mean
sea-level pressure, and turbulence.
While many of the above variables are computed
at central numerical-computing facilities, additional
computations can be made by separate organizations. For example, local weather-forecast offices can
tailor the numerical guidance from national NWP
centers to produce local forecasts of maximum and
minimum temperature, precipitation, cloudiness,
and storm and flood warnings.
Other organizations such as consulting firms,
broadcast companies, utility companies, and airlines
can acquire the fundamental and secondary fields
via data networks such as the internet. From these
fields they compute products such as computerized
flight plans for aircraft, crop indices and threats
such as frost, hours of sunshine, and heating- or
cooling-degree days for energy consumption.
Universities also acquire the primary and secondary output fields, to use for teaching and research. Some of the applications result in weather
maps that are put back on the internet.

20.5.5.3. Weather Maps and Other Graphics

The fundamental and secondary variables that
are output from the NWP and from forecast refinement are arrays of numbers. To make these data
easier to use and interpret by humans, the numbers
can be converted into weather-map graphics and animations, meteograms (plots of a weather variable
vs. time), sounding profiles, cross-sections, text forecasts, and other output forms. Computation of these
outputs can take hours, depending on the graphical
complexity and the number of products, and thus
cannot be neglected in the forecast schedule.
Some visualization programs for NWP output
include: GrADS, Vis5D, MatLab, NCAR RIP, GEMPAK, Vapor, IDV, AWIPS, NinJo & WINGRIDDS.

20.5.5.4. Compression into Databases and Climatologies

It is costly to save the terabytes of output produced by operational NWP models every day for
every grid point, every level, and every time step.
Instead, only key weather fields at RAOB mandatory levels in the atmosphere are saved. These WMO
standard isobaric surfaces are: surface, 100, 92.5,
85, 70, 50, 40, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 7, 5, 3, 2, & 1 kPa. Output
files can be converted from model-specific formats
to standard formats (NetCDF, Vis5D, SQL, GRIB).
Forecasts at key locations such as weather stations
can be accumulated into growing climatologies.
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A SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE • Scientific
Revolutions

20.6. NONLINEAR DYNAMICS AND CHAOS
20.6.1. Predictability

Recall that NWP is an initial-value problem,
where these initial values are partially based on observed weather conditions. Unfortunately, the observations include instrumentation, sampling, and
representativeness errors. We have already examined how such errors cause startup problems due to
imbalanced flow conditions. How do these errors
affect the long-range predictability?
Lorenz suggested that the equations of motion
(which are nonlinear because they contain products
of dependent variables, such as U and T in U·∆T/∆x)
are sensitive to initial conditions. Such sensitivity means that small differences in initial conditions
can grow into large differences in the forecasts.
This is unfortunate. Initial conditions will always
have errors. Thus our forecasts will always become
less accurate with increasing forecast time. Thus,
there is a limit to the predictability of weather
that is related to instability of the dynamics.
A simple physical illustration of sensitive dependence to initial conditions is a toy balloon.
Inflate one with air and then let it go to fly around
the room. Repeat the experiment, being careful to
inflate the balloon the same amount and to point it
in the same direction. You probably know from experience that the path and final destination of the
balloon will differ greatly from flight to flight. In
spite of how simple a toy balloon seems, the dynamical equations describing its flight are extremely
sensitive to initial conditions, making predictions of
flight path virtually impossible.

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Ed Lorenz was
making numerical forecasts of convection to determine if statistical forecasts were better than NWP
forecasts using the nonlinear dynamical equations.
One day he re-ran a numerical forecast, but entered
slightly different initial data. He got a strikingly different answer.
He was curious about this effect, and allowed
himself to become sidetracked from his original investigations. This lead to his description of chaos,
discovery of a strange attractor, and realization of the
sensitive dependence of some equations to initial conditions.
He published his results in 1963 (“Deterministic
non-periodic flow”. J. Atmos. Sci., 20, p 130-141). From
1963 to about 1975, this innovative paper was rarely
cited by other scientists — a clue that it was not yet
accepted by his colleagues. However, between 1975
and 1980, researchers became increasingly aware of
his work. From 1980 to present, this paper has been
cited on the order of 100 times per year.
About a decade and a half elapsed before this new
theory gained wide acceptance, which is typical of
many paradigm shifts. Namely, it takes about one human generation for a scientific revolution to mature,
because typically the older scientists (who hold the
power) are not willing to make the shift. The scientific
revolution occurs when this group retires and younger scientists (with the newer ideas) take their place.

20.6.2. Lorenz Strange Attractor

M=+

Another illustration of sensitive dependence to
initial conditions was suggested by Lorenz. Suppose we examine 2-D convection within a tank of
water, where the bottom of the tank is heated (Fig.
20.16). The vertical temperature gradient from bottom to top drives a circulation of the water, with
warm fluid trying to rise. The circulation can modify the temperature distribution within the tank.
A very specialized, highly-simplified set of equations that approximates this flow is:

∆L
= r ·C − L − C· M
∆t
∆M
= C·L − b· M
∆t

C
M=0

hot
T

∆C
= σ ·(L − C)
∆t
				

z

cold
z

L=+

x

T

L=0
x

(20.23)
Figure 20.16

Tank of fluid (shaded), showing circulation C. The vertical M
and horizontal L distributions of temperature are also shown.
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Figure 20.17

where C gives the circulation (positive for clockwise,
and greater magnitude for a more vigorous circulation), L gives the left-right distribution of temperature (positive for warm water on the left), and M indicates the amount of vertical mixing (0 for a linear
temperature gradient, and positive when temperature is more uniformly mixed within the middle of
the tank). Each of these dependent variables is dimensionless. Terms C·M and C·L are nonlinear.
Fig. 20.17 shows forecasts of C and M vs. time,
made with parameter values:
σ = 10.0, b = 8/3, and r = 28

Time evolution of circulation C and mixing M.

and initial conditions:
C(0) = 13.0, L(0) = 8.1, and M(0) = 45.
(a)
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Note that all three variables were forecast together,
even though L was not plotted to reduce clutter.
From Fig. 20.17 it is apparent that the circulation
changes direction chaotically, as indicated by the
change of sign of C. Also, the amount of mixing in
the interior of the tank increases and decreases, as
indicated by chaotic fluctuations of M.
When one dependent variable is plotted against
another, the result is a phase-space plot of the solution. Because the Lorenz equations have three dependent variables, the phase space is three-dimensional. Figs. 20.18 shows two-dimensional views of
the solution, which looks like a butterfly.
This solution exhibits several important characteristics that are similar to the real atmosphere.
First, it is irregular or chaotic, meaning that it is impossible to guess the solution in the future. Second,
the solution is bounded within a finite domain:

–10

0

10

20

C

Figure 20.18
“Butterfly” showing evolution of the solution to the Lorenz
equations in phase space. Solid green dot indicates initial condition. (a) M vs. C. (b) L vs. C.

–30 < L < 30,

0 ≤ M < 50.

which implies that the solution will always remain
physically reasonable.
Third, the solution (M vs. C) appears to flip back
and forth between two favored regions, (i.e., the
separate wings of the butterfly). These wings tend
to attract the solution toward them, but in a rather
strange way. Hence, they are called strange attractors.
Fourth, the exact solution is very dependent on
the initial conditions, as illustrated in the Sample
Applications next. Yet, the eventual solution remains attracted to the same butterfly.
The atmosphere has many more degrees of freedom (i.e., is more complex) than the simple Lorenz
model. So we anticipate that the atmosphere is intrinsically unpredictable due to its nonlinear
chaotic nature. In other words, there is a limit to
how well we can predict the weather.
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Sample Application (§)

Solve the Lorenz equations for the parameters and
initial conditions listed previously in this chapter. Use
a dimensionless time step of ∆t = 0.01, and forecast
from t = 0 to t = 10.

Find the Answer

Given: C(0) = 13.0, L(0) = 8.1, and M(0) = 45,
and σ = 10.0, b = 8/3, and r = 28.
Find: C(t) = ?, L(t) = ?, M(t) = ?
First, rewrite eqs. (20.23) in the form of a forecast:

Sample Application (§)

Repeat the previous Sample Application, but for a
slightly different initial condition: M(0) = 44.

Find the Answer

Given: C(0) = 13.0, L(0) = 8.1, and M(0) = 44,
and σ = 10.0, b = 8/3, r = 28.
Find: C(t) = ?, L(t) = ?, M(t) = ?
As in the previous Sample Application.
40

M

C(t + ∆t) = C(t) + ∆t ·[σ ·(L(t) − C(t))]
L(t + ∆T ) = L(t) + ∆t ·[r · C(t) − L(t) − C(t)· M(t)]
M(t + ∆T ) = M(t) + ∆t · [C(t)· L(t) − b · M(t)]
As an example, for the 1st step:
C(0.01) = 13.0 + 0.01·[10.0·(8.1-13.0)] = 12.51
Next, set this up on a spreadsheet, a portion of which
is reproduced below.
t 		 C
L
M .
0.00		 13.00
8.1
45.00
0.01		 12.51
5.809
44.85
0.02		 11.84
3.643
44.38
0.03		 11.02
1.666
43.63
0.04		 10.08
-0.07
42.65
0.05		 9.069
-1.55
41.51
0.06		 8.007
-2.76
40.26
0.07		 6.931
-3.71
38.96
0.08		 5.866
-4.44
37.67
0.09		 4.836
-4.96
36.4
0.10		 3.856
-5.32
35.19
Note that your answers might be different than these,
due to different round-off errors and mathematical libraries on the spreadsheets.
Plots. These answers are already plotted in Figs.
20.17 - 20.18.

Check: Units dimensionless. Physics OK.
Exposition: The forecast equations above use an
Euler time-differencing scheme, which is the least accurate. Nevertheless, it illustrates the Lorenz attractor.
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Check: Units OK. Physics OK.
Exposition: These are quite different from Figs. 20.17

& 20.18, demonstrating sensitive dependence to initial
conditions.

Science Graffiti
Sensitive Dependence on Initial Conditions
“Does the flap of a butterfly’s wings in Brazil set off a
tornado in Texas?” – E. Lorenz & P. Merilees, 1972.
“Can a man sneezing in China cause a snow storm in
New York? – George R. Stewart, 1941: Storm.
“Did the death of a prehistoric butterfly change the
outcome of a US presidential election?” – Ray Bradbury, 1952, 1980, A Sound of Thunder.

Science Graffito
“Computations indicate that a perfect model
should produce:
• three-day forecasts ... which are generally good;
• one-week forecasts ... which are occasionally good;
• and two-week forecasts ... which, although not very
good, may contain some useful information”
		 – E. Lorenz, 1993: The Essence of Chaos.
		 Univ. of Washington Press, Seattle. 227 pp.
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20.6.3. Ensemble Forecasts
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Figure 20.19
Ten-day ensemble forecasts for Des Moines, Iowa, starting from
19 Feb 1994. (a) Temperature (°C) at 85 kPa. (b) Total precipitation (mm). (c) Geopotential height (km) of the 50 kPa surface.
Thick solid line is a coarse-resolution forecast that was started
from the analyzed initial conditions. Thin lines are courseresolution forecasts, each started from a slightly different initial
condition created by adding a different small perturbation to the
analysis. The thick dotted line shows a single high-resolution
forecast started from the analyzed initial conditions. (Courtesy
of ECMWF, 1999).

Some forecast centers repeatedly forecast the
same time period, but for different conditions. These
differences can be created by using different initial
conditions, physical parameterizations, numerics,
and/or NWP models. Such a procedure yields an
ensemble of forecasts that reveals the sensitive
dependence of weather forecasts on those different
conditions. Fig. 20.19 shows 10-day ensemble forecasts of 85-kPa temperature, precipitation, and 50kPa geopotential heights at Des Moines, Iowa, for
the same case-study period as discussed previously.
The heavy dotted line in these figures shows the
single forecast run made with the high-resolution
model, starting from the “best” initial conditions.
This is the “official” forecast produced by ECMWF.
The thick solid line starts from the same initial conditions, but is made with a coarser grid resolution to
save forecast time. Note that the forecast changes
substantially when the grid resolution changes.
The thin lines are forecasts from slightly different initial conditions. To save computer time, these
multiple forecasts are also made with the lower
grid resolution. The forecasts of temperature and
geopotential height start out quite close, and diverge
slowly during the first 3.5 days. At that time (roughly when the cyclone reaches Des Moines late 22 Feb
94), the solution rapidly diverges, signaling a sudden
loss in forecast skill that is never regained.
The spread of the ensemble members informs
you about the uncertainty of the forecast. Unfortunately, you have no way of knowing which of the
ensemble members will be closest to reality.
By averaging all the ensemble members together,
you can find an ensemble average forecast that is
usually more skillful than any individual member.
This is one of the strengths of ensemble forecasting.
After several days into the forecast (Fig. 20.19), the
ensemble forecasts seem chaotic. Yet this chaotic solution is bounded within a finite region — perhaps a
“strange attractor” such as studied by Lorenz.
Studies of chaos often focus on the eventual state
of the solution, at times far from the initial condition. At these long times, the dynamics have forgotten the initial state. Although this eventual state is
somewhat useless as a weather forecast, it can provide some insight into the range of possible climatic
conditions that are allowed by the dynamical equations in the model (i.e., the model’s climate).
Ensemble forecasts can also suggest which conditions are unlikely — valuable information for
some users. For example, if none of the ensemble
forecasts give temperatures below freezing on a particular day, then a categorical “no-freeze” forecast
could be made. Better confidence in such forecasts
is possible by calibrating the ensemble spread into a
probabilistic forecast, discussed next.
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20.6.4. Probabilistic Forecasts

Due to the inherent unpredictability of the atmosphere, we cannot confidently make deterministic
forecasts such as “the temperature tomorrow at
noon will be exactly 19.0°C”. However, it is possible
to routinely create probabilistic forecasts similar
to “there is a 60% chance the temperature tomorrow
at noon will be between 18°C and 20°C, and an 80%
chance the it will be between 16 and 22°C.”
Ensemble forecasts are increasingly used to create probabilistic forecasts. Various methods can be
used to convert the distribution of ensemble members into raw probability forecasts. The raw probabilities are then calibrated (Fig. 20.20) to make
them sharp (deviating from climatology) and reliable (forecast probabilities match observation frequencies).
The spread of the probability distribution (i.e.,
the uncertainty in the forecast) depends on the season (greater spread in winter), the location (greater
spread downwind of data-void regions), the climate
(greater spread in parts of the globe where weather
is more variable), and on the accuracy of the NWP
models. A perfect forecast would have no spread.
Often, probability forecasts are given as a cumulative probability CP that some threshold will
be met or exceeded. In Fig. 20.20, the lowest solid
line represents a cumulative probability of CP =
10% (there is a 10% chance that the observed wind
speed will be slower than this forecast speed) and
the highest solid line is for CP = 90% (there is a 90%
chance that the observation will be slower than this
other forecast speed).
For example, using Fig. 20.20 we could tell a windfarm operator that there is 20% chance the speed
will be faster than Mthreshold = 80 km h–1 on Day 4.
Wind Speed (km h–1)

100
80
60
40
20
0

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Local Time
Day 4 Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Figure 20.20
Calibrated probabilistic forecast for hub-height wind speed at a
wind farm. The green line with dots surrounded by black is the
median (50% of the observations should fall below this line, and
50% above). The black, dark grey, medium grey, and light grey
regions span ±10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% of cumulative probability around the median. The dashed lines span ±49% around
the median; namely, 98% of the time the observations should
fall between the dashed lines. (from Univ. of British Columbia.)

20.7. FORECAST QUALITY & VERIFICATION
NWP forecasts can have both systematic error
and random error (see Appendix A). By making
ensemble forecasts you can reduce random errors
caused by the chaotic nature of the atmosphere.
By post-processing each ensemble member using
Model Output Statistics, you can reduce systematic
errors (biases) before computing the ensemble average. After making these corrections, the forecast is
still not perfect. But how good is the forecast?
Verification is the process of determining the
quality of a forecast. Quality can be measured in
different ways, using various statistical definitions.
One of the least useful measures of quality is
forecast accuracy. For example, in Vancouver,
Canada, clouds are observed 327 days per year, on
average. If I forecast clouds every day of the year,
then my accuracy (= number of correct forecasts /
total number of forecasts) will be 327/365 = 90% on
the average. Although this accuracy is quite high, it
shows no skill. To be skillful, I must beat climatology in successfully forecasting the cloudless days.
Skill measures forecast improvement above
some reference such as the climatic average, persistence, or a random guess. On some days the forecast
is better than others, so these measures of skill are
usually averaged over a long time (months to years)
and over a large area (such as all the grid points in
the USA, Canada, Europe, or the world).
Methods to calculate verification scores and skills
for various types of forecasts are presented next.

20.7.1. Continuous Variables

An example of a continuous variable is temperature, which varies over a wide range of values. Other variables are bounded continuous. For example,
precipitation is bounded on one side — it cannot be
less than zero. Relative humidity is bounded on
two sides — it cannot be below 0% nor greater than
100%, but otherwise can vary smoothly in between.
First, define the terms. Let:
		A = initial analysis (based on observations)
		V = verifying analysis (based on later obs.)
		F = deterministic forecast
		C = climatological conditions
		n = number of grid points being averaged
An anomaly is defined as the difference from
climatology at any instant in time. For example
		F – C = predicted anomaly
		A – C = persistence anomaly
		V – C = verifying anomaly
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A tendency is the change with time:
		F – A = predicted tendency
		V – A = verifying tendency

20.7.1.2. Mean Absolute Error

A better alternative is the mean absolute error
(MAE):

An error is the difference from the observations
(i.e., from the verifying analysis):
		F – V = forecast error
		A – V = persistence error
The first error is used to measure forecast accuracy.
Note that the persistence error is the negative of the
verifying tendency.
As defined earlier in this book, the overbar represents an average. In this case, the average can be
over n times, over n grid points, or both:

20.7.1.3. Mean Squared Error and RMSE

Another way to quantify error that is independent of the sign of the error is by the mean squared
error (MSE)
MSE = ( F − V )2

				

(20.28)

n

1
Xk
n k =1

∑

•(20.24)

where k is an arbitrary grid-point or time index, and
X represents any variable.

20.7.1.1. Mean Error

The simplest quality statistic is the mean error
(ME):
				ME = ( F − V ) = F − V

•(20.25)

This statistic gives the mean bias (i.e., a mean difference) between the forecast and verification data.
[CAUTION: For precipitation, sometimes the bias is
given
Precip.Bias
as a ratio= F / V .]
A persistence forecast is a forecast where
we say the future weather will be the same as the
current or initial weather (A) — namely, the initial
weather will persist. Persistence forecasts are excellent for very short range forecasts (minutes), because
the actual weather is unlikely to have changed very
much during a short time interval. The quality of
persistence forecasts decreases exponentially with
increasing lead time, and eventually becomes worse
than climatology. Analogous to mean forecast error,
we can define a mean persistence error:
( A − V ) = A − V = mean persistence error (20.26)
Other persistence statistics can be defined analogously to the forecast statistics defined below, by
replacing F with A.
For forecast ME, positive errors at some grid
points or times can cancel out negative errors at other grid points or times, causing ME to give a false
impression of overall error.

A similar mean squared error for climatology
(MSEC) can be defined by replacing F with C in the
equation above. This allows a mean squared error skill score (MSESS) to be defined as
			

MSESS = 1 −

MSE
MSEC

(20.29)

which equals 1 for a perfect forecast, and equals
0 for a forecast that is no better than climatology.
Negative skill score means the forecast is worse than
climatology.
The MSE is easily converted into a root mean
square error (RMSE):
( F − V )2

				RMSE =

•(20.30)

This statistic not only includes contributions from
each individual grid point or time, but it also includes any mean bias error.
Worse

X=

•(20.27)

MAE = F − V

Thus, both positive and negative errors contribute
positively to this error measure.
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Figure 20.21
Maximum ( ;  winter) and minimum (•; summer) RMS error
of 50-kPa heights over the Northern Hemisphere, for forecast
durations of 2, 4, and 6 days. (This is a hypothetical case.)
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RMSE increases with forecast duration (i.e., lead
time, or forecast range). It is also greater in winter
than summer, because summer usually has more
quiescent weather. Fig. 20.21 shows the maximum
(winter) and minimum (summer) RMS errors of the
50 kPa heights in the Northern Hemisphere, for hypothetical forecasts.
Also, RMSE is very sensitive to the subset of
data points with large errors, because the errors are
squared in this equation before they are summed.
This is one reason why you might prefer to use MAE
instead of RMSE.

20.7.1.4. Correlation Coefficient

To discover how well the forecast and verification vary together (e.g., hotter than average on the
same days, colder than average on the same days),
you can use the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, r:
				 r =
where
		 F ' = F − F

F 'V '
2

2

•(20.31)

( F ') · (V ')

and V ' = V − V

(20.32)

The correlation coefficient is in the range –1 ≤ r ≤ 1.
It varies from +1 when the forecast varies perfectly
with the verification (e.g., forecast hot when verification hot), to –1 for perfect opposite variation (e.g.,
forecast hot when verification cold), and is zero for
no common variation.

20.7.1.5. Anomaly Correlation
Anomaly correlations indicate whether the

forecast anomaly (F–C) or whether persistence
anomaly (A–C) is correlated with the verifying
anomaly (V–C). For example, if the forecast is for
warmer-than-climatological-normal temperatures
and the verification confirms that warmer-than-normal temperatures were observed, then there is a
positive correlation between the forecast and the
weather. At other grid points where the forecast is
poor, there might be a negative correlation. When
averaged over all grid points, one hopes that there
are more positive than negative correlations, giving
a net positive correlation.
By dividing the average correlations by the standard deviations of forecast and verification anomalies, the result is normalized into an anomaly
correlation coefficient. This coefficient varies
between 1 for a perfect forecast, to 0 for an awful
forecast. (For a very bad forecast the correlation can
reach a minimum of –1, which indicates that the forecast is opposite to the weather. Namely, the model
forecasts warmer-than-average weather when colder-than-average actually occurs, and vice-versa.)
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Sample Application (§)

Given the following synthetic analysis (A), NWP
forecast (F), verification (V), and climate (C) fields of
50-kPa height (km). Each field represents a weather
map (North at top, East at right).
Analysis:
		
		
		
		
		
Forecast:
		
		
		
		
		
Verification:
		
		
		
		
		
Climate:
		
		
		
		
		

5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.3
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6

5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.7

5.5
5.6
5.6
5.7
5.7

5.2
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6

5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.6

5.4
5.5
5.5
5.6
5.6

5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.3
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6

5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.4
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.4
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.4
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

5.4
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

Find the mean error of the forecast and of persistence. Find the forecast MAE and MSE. Find MSEC
and MSESS. Find the correlation coefficient between
the forecast and verification. Find the RMS errors and
the anomaly correlations for the forecast and persistence.

Find the Answer
Use eq. (20.25):
Use eq. (20.26):
Use eq. (20.27):
Use eq. (20.28):
Use eq. (20.28):
Use eq. (20.29):
Use eq. (20.30):
Use eq. (20.30):
Use eq. (20.31):
Use eq. (20.33):
Use eq. (20.34):

MEforecast = 0.01 km = 10 m
MEpersistence = 15 m
MAE = 40 m
MSEforecast = 0.004 km2 = 4000 m 2
MSEC = 0.0044 km2 = 4500 m 2
MSESS = 1 – (4000/4500) = 0.11
RMSEforecast = 63 m
RMSEpersistence = 87 m
r = 0.92 (dimensionless)
forecast anomaly correlation = 81.3%
persist. anomaly correlation = 7.7%

Check: Units OK. Physics OK.
Exposition: Analyze (i.e., draw height contour maps

for) the analysis, forecast, verification, and climate
fields. The analysis shows a Rossby wave with ridge
and trough, and the verification shows this wave moving east. The forecast amplifies the wave too much.
The climate field just shows the average of higher
heights to the south and lower heights to the north,
with all transient Rossby waves averaged out.
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The definitions of these coefficients are:

Anomaly Correlation (%)

100

anomaly correlation coef. for the forecast =

Forecast

80

good
bad

60

( F − C) − ( F − C) · (V − C) − (V − C)
2

40

( F − C) − ( F − C) · (V − C) − (V − C)

Persistence

20

0

2

4
6
Forecast Day

8

10

2

NWP forecast skill (thick black line) of 50-kPa heights for a hypothetical forecast model. A persistence forecast (thin blue line)
is one where the weather is assumed not to change with time
from the initial conditions. A value of 100% anomaly correlation is a perfect forecast, while a value of 0 is no better than
climatology (dotted brown line).

Forecast

( A − C) − ( A − C) · (V − C) − (V − C)
( A − C) − ( A − C) · (V − C) − (V − C)

Figure 20.22

(a)

(20.33)

anomaly correlation coef. for persistence =

Climatology

0

2

Observation
Yes

No

Yes

Hit

False Alarm

No

Miss

Correct Rejection
or

2

(20.34)

Fig. 20.22 compares hypothetical persistence
and NWP-forecast anomaly correlations for 50-kPa
geopotential height. One measure of forecast skill
is the vertical separation between the forecast and
persistence curves in Fig. 20.22.
This figure shows that the forecast beats persistence over the full 10 days of forecast. Also, using
60% anomaly correlation as an arbitrary measure of
quality, we see that a “good” persistence forecast extends out to only about 2 days, while a “good” NWP
forecast is obtained out to about 6 days, for this hypothetical case for 50 kPa geopotential heights. For
other weather elements such as precipitation or surface temperature, both solid curves decrease more
rapidly toward climatology.

Correct Negative

20.7.2. Binary / Categorical Events

Forecast

(b)

Observation
Yes

No

Yes

a

b

No

c

d

Forecast

(c)

Observation
Yes

No

Yes

Mitigated Loss
(C)

Cost
(C)

No

Loss
(L)

No Cost
(0)

Figure 20.23
Contingency table for a binary (Yes/No) situation. “Yes” means
the event occurred or was forecast to occur. (a) Meaning of cells.
(b) Counts of occurrences, where a + b + c + d = n. (c) Expense
matrix, where C = cost for taking protective action (i.e., for mitigating the loss), and L = loss due to an unmitigated event.

A binary event is a yes/no event, such as snow
or no snow. Continuous variables can be converted into binary variables by using a threshold. For
example, is the temperature below freezing (0°C) or
not? Does precipitation exceed 25 mm or not?
A contingency table (Fig. 20.23a) has cells for
each possible combination of binary forecast and
observation outcomes. “Hit” means the event was
successfully forecast. “Miss” means it occurred but
was not forecast. “False Alarm” means it was forecast but did not happen. “Correct Rejection” means
that the event was correctly forecast to not occur.
After making a series of categorical forecasts, the
forecast outcomes can be counted into each cell of a
contingency table. Let a, b, c, d represent the counts
of all occurrences as shown in Fig. 20.23b. The total
number of forecasts is n:
				 n = a + b + c + d

(20.35)
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The bias score B indicates over- or under-prediction of the frequency of event occurrence:
				

B=

a+b
a+c

(20.36)

The portion correct PC (also known as portion
of forecasts correct PFC) is
				

PC =

a+d
n

(20.37)

But perhaps a subset of PC could have been due to
random-chance (dumb luck) forecasts. Let E be this
“random luck” part of PC, assuming that your ratio
of “YES” to “NO” forecasts hasn’t changed for this
part:
 a + b   a + c   d + b   d + c  (20.38)
+
E=
·
·
 n   n   n   n 
We can now define the portion of correct forecasts
that was actually skillful (i.e., not random chance),
which is known as the Heidke skill score (HSS):
				

HSS =

PC − E
1−E

(20.39)

The hit rate H is the portion of actual occurrences (obs. = “YES”) that were successfully forecast:
				

H=

a
a+c

•(20.40)

It is also known as the probability of detection
POD.
The false-alarm rate F is the portion of nonoccurrences (observation = “NO”) that were incorrectly forecast:
b
F=
				
•(20.41)
b+d
Don’t confuse this with the false-alarm ratio FAR,
which is the portion of “YES” forecasts that were
wrong:
b
				
(20.42)
FAR =
a+b
A true skill score TSS (also known as Peirce’s
skill score PSS, and as Hansen and Kuipers’
score) can be defined as
				

TSS = H − F

(20.43)

which is a measure of how well you can discriminate between an event and a non-event, or a measure of how well you can detect an event.
A critical success index CSI (also known as a
threat score TS) is:
				

a
CSI =
a+b+c

(20.44)

Sample Application

Given the following contingency table, calculate all
the binary verification statistics.
				
Observation
				
Yes
No
Forecast Yes:
90
50
			
No
75
150

Find the Answer:

Given: a = 90 , b = 50 , c = 75 , d = 150
Find: B, PC, HSS, H, F, FAR, TSS, CSI, GSS
First, use eq. (20.35): n = 90 + 50 + 75 + 150 = 365
So apparently we have daily observations for a year.
Use eq. (20.36): B = (90 + 50) / (90 + 75) = 0.85
Use eq. (20.37): PC = (90 + 150) / 365 = 0.66
Use eq. (20.38):
E = [(90+50)·(90+75) + (150+50)·(150+75)]/(3652)
E = 68100 / 133225 = 0.51
Use eq. (20.39): HSS = (0.66 – 0.51) / (1 – 0.51) = 0.31
Use eq. (20.40): H = 90 / (90 + 75) = 0.55
Use eq. (20.41): F = 50 / (50 + 150) = 0.25
Use eq. (20.42): FAR = 50 / (90 + 50) = 0.36
Use eq. (20.43): TSS = 0.55 – 0.25 = 0.30
Use eq. (20.44): CSI = 90 / (90 + 50 + 75) = 0.42
Use eq. (20.45): ar = [ (90+50)·(90+75)]/365 = 63.3
Use eq. (20.46):
GSS = (90–63.3) / (90–63.3+50+75) = 0.18

Check: Values reasonable. Most are dimensionless.

Exposition: No verification statistic can tell you

whether the forecast was “good enough”. That is a
subjective decision to be made by the end user. One
way to evaluate “good enough” is via a cost/loss model (see next section).
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Sample Application (§)

Given the table below of k = 1 to 31 forecasts of
the probability pk that the temperature will be below
threshold 20°C, and the verification ok = 1 if indeed the
observed temperature was below the threshold.
(a) Find the Brier skill score. (b) For probability
bins of width ∆p = 0.2, plot a reliability diagram, and
find the reliability Brier skill score.
k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

pk o k
0.43 0
0.98 1
0.53 1
0.33 1
0.50 0
0.03 0
0.79 1
0.23 0
0.20 1
0.59 1
0.26 0
0.76 1
0.17 0
0.30 0
0.96 1

BN
0.18
0.00
0.22
0.45
0.25
0.00
0.04
0.05
0.64
0.17
0.07
0.06
0.03
0.09
0.00

j
2
5
3
2
3
0
4
1
1
3
1
4
1
2
5

k
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

pk o k
0.89 1
0.13 0
0.92 1
0.86 1
0.90 1
0.83 0
0.00 0
1.00 1
0.69 0
0.36 0
0.56 1
0.46 0
0.63 0
0.10 0
0.40 1
0.73 1

BN
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.69
0.00
0.00
0.48
0.13
0.19
0.21
0.40
0.01
0.36
0.07

j
4
1
5
4
5
4
0
5
3
2
3
2
3
1
2
4

Find the Answer

Given: The white portion of the table above.
Find: BSS = ? , BSSreliability = ?, and plot reliability.
(a) Use eq. (20.47). The grey-shaded column labeled BN
shows each contribution to the numerator (pk – ok)2 in
that eq. The sum of BN = 4.86. The sum of ok = 16.
Thus, the eq is: BSS = 1 – [4.86 / {16 ·(31–16)} ] = 0.98
(b) There are J = 6 bins, with bin centers at pj = 0, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. (Note, the first and last bins are
one-sided, half-width relative to the nominal “center” value.) I sorted the forecasts into bins using j =
round(pk/∆p, 0), giving the grey j columns above.
For each j bin, I counted the number of forecasts nj
falling in that bin, and I counted the portion of those
forecasts that verified noj. See table below:
pj
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

nj noj noj/nj
2 0
0
6 1 0.17
6 2 0.33
6 3 0.50
6 5 0.83
5 5
1

num
0
0.04
0.16
0.36
0.04
0

1
0.8

noj/nj

j
0
1
2
3
4
5

0.4
0.2

The observed relative fre0
quency noj/nj plotted against
0 0.2 0.4 p 0.8 1
j
pj is the reliability diagram :
Use eq. (20.48). The contribution to the numerator
from each bin is in the num column above, which sums
to 0.6 . Thus: BSSreliability = 0.6/ {16 ·(31–16)} = 0.0025

Check: Small BSSreliability agrees with the reliability
diagram where the curve nearly follows the diagonal.
Exposition: N = 31 is small, so these statistics are not
very robust. Large BSS suggests good probability forecasts. Also, the forecasts are very reliable.

which is the portion of hits given that the event was
forecast, or observed, or both. This is often used as a
forecast-quality measure for rare events.
Suppose we consider the portion of hits that
might have occurred by random chance ar:
				 ar =

( a + b)·( a + c)
n

(20.45)

Then we can subtract this from the actual hit count
to modify CSI into an equitable threat score ETS,
also known as Gilbert’s skill score GSS:
				 GSS =

a − ar
a − ar + b + c

(20.46)

which is also useful for rare events.
For perfect forecasts (where b = c = 0), the values
of these scores are: B = 1, PC = 1, HSS = 1, H = 1, F
= 0, FAR = 0, TSS = 1, CSI = 1, GSS = 1.
For totally wrong forecasts (where a = d = 0):
B = 0 to ∞, PC = 0, HSS = negative, H = 0, F = 1,
FAR = 1, TSS = –1, CSI = 0, GSS = negative.

20.7.3. Probabilistic Forecasts
20.7.3.1. Brier Skill Score

For calibrated probability forecasts, a Brier skill
score (BSS) can be defined relative to climatology as
N

		 BSS = 1 −

∑ ( pk − ok )2

k =1

N

 N  
o
N
−
ok 
·

k 
 k =1  
k =1 

∑

∑

•(20.47)

where pk is the forecast probability (0 ≤ pk ≤ 1) that
the threshold will be exceeded (e.g., the probability that the precipitation will exceed a precipitation
threshold) for any one forecast k, and N is the number of forecasts. The verifying observation ok = 1 if
the observation exceeded the threshold, and is set to
zero otherwise.
BSS = 0 for a forecast no better than climatology.
BSS = 1 for a perfect deterministic forecast (i.e., the
forecast is pk = 1 every time the event happens, and
pk = 0 every time it does not). For probabilistic forecasts, 0 ≤ BSS ≤ 1. Larger BSS values are better.

20.7.3.2. Reliability, Sharpness, Calibration

How reliable are the probability forecasts?
Namely, when we forecast an event with a certain
probability, is it observed with the same relative
frequency? To determine this, after you make each
forecast, sort it into a forecast probability bin (j) of
probability width ∆p, and keep a tally of the number
of forecasts (nj) that fell in this bin, and count how
many of the forecasts verified (noj, for which the
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corresponding observation satisfied the threshold).
For example, if you use bins of size ∆p = 0.1, then
create a table such as:
bin index bin center fcst. prob. range
j=0
pj = 0
0 ≤ pk < 0.05
j=1
pj = 0.1
0.05 ≤ pk < 0.15
j=2
pj = 0.2
0.15 ≤ pk < 0.25
etc.
...
...
j=9
pj = 0.9
0.85 ≤ pk < 0.95
j = 10 = J pj = 1.0
0.95 ≤ pk ≤ 1.0

nj
n0
n1
n2
...
n9
n10

noj
no0
no1
no2
...
no9
no10

A plot of the observed relative frequency (noj/nj) on
the ordinate vs. the corresponding forecast probability bin center (pj) on the abscissa is called a reliability diagram. For perfect reliability, all the
points should be on the 45° diagonal line.
A Brier skill score for relative reliability
(BSSreliability) is:
J

∑ (n j ·p j ) − noj 
BSSreliability =

2

j=0

N
 N  

−
o
·
N
ok 

k 
 k =1  
k =1 

∑

(20.48)

∑

where BSSreliability = 0 for a perfect forecast.
A forecast is sharp if it deviates from climatology; namely, if it “sticks its neck out.” A probabilistic
forecast is calibrated if it is both reliable and sharp.

20.7.3.3. ROC Diagram

A Relative Operating Characteristic (ROC)
diagram shows how well a probabilistic forecast can
discriminate between an event and a non-event.
For example, an event could be heavy rain that causes flooding, or cold temperatures that cause crops to
freeze. The probabilistic forecast could come from
an ensemble forecast, as illustrated next.
Suppose that the individual NWP models of an
N = 10 member ensemble make 1-day-ahead forecasts of 24-h accumulated precipitation (R) every day
for a month. On Day 1, the ensemble forecasts were:
NWP model
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

R (mm)
8
10
6
12
11

NWP model
Model 6
Model 7
Model 8
Model 9
Model 10

R (mm)
4
20
9
5
7

Consider a precipitation threshold of 10 mm.
The ensemble above has 4 models that forecast 10
mm or more, hence the forecast probability is p1 =
4/N = 4/10 = 40%. Supposed that 10 mm or more of
precipitation was indeed observed, so the observation flag is set to one: o1 = 1.
On Day 2 of the month, three of the 10 models
forecast 10 mm or more of precipitation, hence the
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forecast probability is p2 = 3/10 = 30%. On this day
precipitation did NOT exceed 10 mm, so the observation flag is set to zero: o2 = 0. Similarly for Day 3
of the month, suppose the forecast probability is p3
= 10%, but heavy rain was observed, so o3 = 1. After
making ensemble forecasts every day for a month,
suppose the results are as listed in the left three columns of Table 20-4.
An end user might need to use these forecasts
make a decision to take action. Based on various
economic or political reasons, the user decides to
use a probability threshold of pthreshold = 40%; namely, if the ensemble model forecasts a 40% or greater
chance of daily rain exceeding 10 mm, then the user
will take action. So we can set forecast flag f = 1 for
each day that the ensemble predicted 40% or more
probability, and f = 0 for the other days. These forecast flags are shown in Table 20-4 under the pthreshold
= 40% column.
Other users might have other decision thresholds, so we can find the forecast flags for all the other
probability thresholds, as given in Table 20-4. For
an N member ensemble, there are only (100/N) + 1
discrete probabilities that are possible. For our example with N = 10 members, we can consider only 11
different probability thresholds: 0% (when no members exceed the rain threshold), 10% (when 1 out of
the 10 members exceeds the threshold), 20% (when 2
ensemble members exceed the threshold), and so on
out to 100%.
For each probability threshold, create a 2x2 contingency table with the elements a, b, c, and d as
shown in Fig. 20.23b. For example, for any pair of
observation and forecast flags (oj, fj) for Day j, use
a = count of days with hits
(oj, fj) = (1, 1).
b = count of days with false alarms (oj, fj) = (0, 1).
c = count of days with misses
(oj, fj) = (1, 0).
d = count of days: correct rejection (oj, fj) = (0, 0).
For our illustrative case, these contingency-table elements are shown near the bottom of Table 20-4.
Next, for each probability threshold, calculate
the hit rate H = a/(a+c) and false alarm rate F = b/
(b+d), as defined earlier in this chapter. These are
shown in the last two rows of Table 20-4 for our example. When each (F, H) pair is plotted as a point on
a graph, the result is called a ROC diagram (Fig.
20.24).
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Table 20-4. Sample calculations for a ROC diagram. Forecast flags f are shown under the probability thresholds.

40
30
10
50
60
30
40
80
50
20
90
20
10
10
70
70
60
90
80
80
20
10
0
0
70
10
0
90
20
80

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1

20
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

Probability Threshold pthreshold (%)
30
40
50
60
70
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

80
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

90
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

a=
b=
c=
d=

13
17
0
0

13
14
0
3

12
10
1
7

11
7
2
10

11
5
2
12

10
4
3
13

9
3
4
14

8
2
5
15

6
1
7
16

3
0
10
17

0
0
13
17

Hit Rate: H = a/(a+c) =

1.00

1.00

0.92

0.85

0.85

0.77

0.69

0.62

0.46

0.23

0.00

False Alarm Rate: F=b/(b+d)

1.00

0.82

0.59

0.41

0.29

0.26

0.18

0.12

0.06

0.00

0.00

Day

o

p (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

Contingency
Table Values

1

The area A under a ROC curve (shaded in Fig.
20.24) is a measure of the overall ability of the probability forecast to discriminate between events and
non-events. Larger area is better. The green dashed
curve in Fig. 20.24 illustrates perfect discrimination,
for which A = 1. A random probability forecast
with no ability to discriminate between events has
a curve following the thick diagonal line, for which
A = 0.5. Since this latter case represents no skill, a
ROC skill score SSROC can be defined as

pth=20%

0.8

pth=50%

0.6

Area

H

pth=80%

0.4
0.2
0

				 SSROC = (2·A) – 1

0

0.2

0.4

F

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 20.24
ROC diagram plots hit rate (H) vs. false-alarm rate (F) for a
range of probability thresholds (pth). The ROC curve for a perfect forecast would follow the green dashed line.

(20.49)

where SSROC = 1 for perfect skill, and SSROC = 0 for
no discrimination skill.
Although a smooth curve is usually fit through
the data points in a ROC diagram, we can nonetheless get a quick estimate of the area by summing the
trapezoidal areas under each pair of data points. For
our illustration, A ≈ 0.84, giving SSROC ≈ 0.68 .
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20.7.3.4. Usage of Probability Scores

For many users, the Brier Skill Score gives an
overly pessimistic measure of the value of the probabilistic forecast. Conversely, the ROC Skill Scores
gives an overly optimistic measure.
The ROC diagram is somewhat sensitive to ensemble size (i.e., number of ensemble members). The
Brier Skill Score is relatively insensitive to ensemble
size. This diversity is one reason that users prefer to
look at a variety of skill measures before making a
decision. An additional tool utilizing probabilistic
forecasts is the cost/loss model.

20.7.4. Cost / Loss Decision Models

Weather forecasts are often used to make decisions. For example, a frost event might cause L
dollars of economic loss to a citrus crop in Florida.
However, you could save the crop by deploying orchard fans and smudge pots, at a cost of C dollars.
Another example: A hurricane or typhoon might
sink a ship, causing L dollars of economic loss. However, you could save the ship by going around the
storm, but the longer route would cost C dollars in
extra fuel and late-arrival fees.
No forecast is perfect. Suppose the event is forecast to happen. If you decide to spend C to mitigate
the loss by taking protective action, but the forecast
was bad and the event did not happen, then you
wasted C dollars. Alternately, suppose the event is
NOT forecast to happen, so you decide NOT to take
protective action. But the forecast was bad and the
event actually happened, causing you to lose L dollars. How do you decide which action to take, in
consideration of this forecast uncertainty?
Suppose you did NOT have access to forecasts of
future weather, but did have access to climatological
records of past weather. Let o be the climatological
(base-rate) frequency (0 ≤ o ≤ 1) with which the event
occurred in the past, where o = 0 means it never happened, and o = 1 means it always happened.
Assume this event will continue to occur with
the same base-rate frequency in the future. If
C ≤ o·L for your case, then it would be most economical to always mitigate, at cost C. Otherwise, it
would be cheaper to never mitigate, causing average
losses of o·L. The net result is that the expense based
only on climate data is
				Eclimate = min(C , o·L)

(20.50)

But you can possibly save money if you use weather forecasts instead of climatology. The expected
(i.e., average) expense associated with a sometimesincorrect deterministic forecast Eforecast is the sum of
the cost of each contingency in Fig. 20.23c times the
relative frequency that it occurs in Fig. 20.23b:

			 E

forecast

=

a
b
c
C+ C+ L
n
n
n
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This assumes that you take protective action (i.e.,
try to mitigate the loss) every time the event is forecast to happen. For some of the individual events
the forecast might be bad, causing you to respond
inappropriately (in hindsight). But in the long run
(over many events) your taking action every time
the event is forecast will result in a minimum overall expense to you.
If forecasts were perfect, then you would never
have any losses because they would all be mitigated, and your costs would be minimal because you
take protective action only when needed. On average you would need to mitigate at the climatological
frequency o, so the expenses expected with perfect
forecasts are
				
(20.52)
Eperfect = o · C
Combine these expenses to find the economic
value V of deterministic forecasts relative to climatology:

				

V=

Eclimate − E forecast
Eclimate − Eperfect

(20.53)

V is an economic skill score, where V = 1 for a perfect forecast, and V = 0 if the forecasts are no better than using climatology. V can be negative if the

Sample Application

Given forecasts having the contingency table from
the Sample Application 4 pages ago. Protective cost is
$75k to avoid a loss of $200k. Climatological frequency
of the event is 40%. Find the value of the forecast.

Find the Answer:

Given: a=90, b=50, c=75, d=150, C=$75k, L=$200k, o=0.4
Find: Eclim = $?, Efcst = $?, Eperf = $?, V = ?
Use eq. (20.50): Eclim = min( $75k, 0.4·$200k) = $75k.
Use eq. (20.35): n = 90+50+75+150 = 365.
Use eq. (20.51):
Efcst =(90+50)·$75k/365 + (75/365)·$200k = $70k
Use eq. (20.52): Eperf = 0.4 · $75k = $30k.
Use eq. (20.53): V = ($75k – $70k)/($75k – $30k) = 0.11

Check: Units are OK. Values are consistent.
Exposition: The forecast is slightly more valuable
than climatology.
rCL = $75k/$200k = 0.375 from eq. (20.54).
If you are lucky enough to receive probabilistic forecasts, then based on eq. (20.56) you should take protective action when p > 0.375 .
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forecasts are worse than climatology, for which case
your best course of action is to ignore the forecasts
and choose a response based on the climatological
data, as previously described.
Define a cost/loss ratio rCL as
				

rCL = C / L

(20.54)

Different people and different industries have different protective costs and unmitigated losses. So
you should estimate your own cost/loss ratio for
your own situation.
The economic-value equation can be rewritten
using hit rate H, false-alarm rate F, and the cost/loss
ratio rCL:
					
(20.55)
min(rCL , o) − [ F · rCL ·(1 − o)] + [ H ·(1 − rCL )· o ] − o
V=
min(rCL , o) − o · rCL
You can save even more money by using probabilistic forecasts. If the probabilistic forecasts are
perfectly calibrated (i.e., are reliable and sharp), then
you should take protective action whenever the forecast probability p of the event exceeds your cost/loss
ratio:
				
p > rCL
(20.56)
The forecast probability of the event is the portion of cumulative probability that is beyond the
event-threshold condition. For the frost example, it
is the portion of the cumulative distribution of Fig.
20.20 above Mthreshold = 80 km h–1 on Day 4.

20.8. REVIEW
The atmosphere is a fluid. It obeys the laws of
fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, and conservation of mass and water. If we can solve these equations, then we can forecast the weather.
Unfortunately, no one has yet found an analytical solution to these equations. Instead, we can approximate these continuous differential equations
with finite-difference equations (i.e., algebra) that
we can solve on a computer. One approach is to divide the spatial domain into finite-sized grid cells,
and to forecast the average conditions at a grid point
within each cell.
If we know (or can approximate) the initial condition of each grid point by assimilating new observations into past forecasts, then we can make an iterative forecast by taking finite-size time steps into the
future. To do this, all grid points must be marched
together one step at a time.

Some aspects of atmospheric physics cause resolvable changes to the forecast, even though the
grid resolution is not fine enough to resolve all the
physical details. Hence, physical processes such
as turbulence, radiation, clouds, and precipitation
must be parameterized as a simplified function of
variables that can be resolved in the model (winds,
temperature, etc.).
The finite-difference equations suffer from truncation, round-off, numerical instability, and dynamic instability errors. Round-off errors are smaller
when more bits are used to represent numbers in a
computer. Truncation errors are smaller when more
of the higher-order terms are retained in Taylor-series approximations of derivatives. Numerical instability is reduced when the time step is sufficiently
small relative to the grid size. Dynamic instability
refers to the sensitive dependence of the forecast on
initial conditions and model parameters. Dynamic
instability can be reduced with better weather analyses, but it cannot be eliminated.
No numerical forecast is perfect. For any specific location, forecasts might have a consistent bias
or systematic error. Most of these biases can be removed by using statistics such as model output statistics (MOS) to post-process the NWP output. Random errors associated with the chaotic nonlinearly
dynamic nature of the atmosphere can be estimated
and/or reduced by making multiple forecasts (called
ensemble forecasts) with different initial conditions
or parameterizations. The ensemble forecasts can
be averaged to give a deterministic forecast, and
they can be used to make probabilistic forecasts.
Unfortunately, we have not discovered a way to
reduce all errors. Thus, forecast error usually increases with increasing forecast time (i.e., how far
into the future you forecast). Forecast skill is often
defined relative to some baseline or reference, such
as climatology. Short-range (out to 3 days) forecasts
show significant skill, while medium-range forecasts
show modest skill out to about 10 days. In addition
to deterministic forecasts, NWP is increasingly being used to make probabilistic forecasts. Methods
exist to verify deterministic, binary, and probabilistic forecasts.
The resulting forecasts can be analyzed and
graphed to reveal cyclones, fronts, airmasses, and
other weather systems. Of all the tools (satellites,
radar, weather balloons, etc.) that meteorologists use
to forecast the weather, only NWP gives the future
weather with a skill that is better than persistence.
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20.9. HOMEWORK EXERCISES
20.9.1. Broaden Knowledge & Comprehension

B1. Search the web for info about each of the following operational weather forecast centers. Describe
the full title, location, computers that they use, and
models that they run. Also answer any special
questions indicated below for these forecast centers.
a. CMC (and list the branches of CMC).
b. NCEP (and list the centers that make up
		NCEP)
c. ECMWF
d. FNMOC
e. UK Met Office
B2. Search the web for the government forecast
centers in Germany, Japan, China, Australia, or any
other country specified by your instructor. Describe
the NWP models they run.
B3. Based on web searches for each of the numerical
models listed below:
a. Define the full title.
b. At which centers or universities are they run?
c. Find the max forecast duration for each run.
d. Find the domain (i.e., world, N. Hem. N.
		
America, Canada, Oklahoma, etc.).
e. What is the finest horizontal grid resolution?
f. How many model layers are in the vertical?
g. Which type of grid arrangement (A, B, etc.)
		 is used?
h. What order spatial and time differencing
		 schemes are used?
		GEM (Canada)
		NAM
		GFS
		AVN
		NAVGEM
		ECMWF IFS
		MC2
		UW-NMS
		MM5
		RAMS
		ARPS
		WRF-NMM
		WRF-ARW
		FV3
B4. Search the web for models in addition to those
listed in the previous exercise, which are being run
operationally. Describe the basic characteristics of
these models.
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B5. Search the web for a discussion of MOS. What
is it, and why is it useful to forecasting?
B6. Find on the web different forecast models that
produce precipitation forecasts for Vancouver, Canada (or other city specified by your instructor). Do
this for as many models as possible that are valid
at the same time and place. Specify the date/time
for your discussion. Try to pick an interesting day
when precipitation is starting or ending, or a storm
is passing. Compare the forecasts from the different
models, and if possible search the web for observation data of precipitation against which to validate
the forecasts.
B7. At which web sites can you find forecast sea
states (e.g., wave height, etc.)?
B8. Based on results of a web search, discuss different ways that ensemble forecasts can be presented
via images and graphs.
B9. What types of publicly available daily forecasts
are being made by a university (not a government
operational center) closest to your location?
B10. What are the broad categories of observation
data that are used to create the analyses (the starting
point for all forecasts). Hint, see the ECMWF data
coverage web site, or similar sites from NCEP or the
Japanese forecast agency.
B11. Search the web for verification scores for the national weather forecast center that forecasts for your
location. How have the scores changed by season,
by year? How do the anomaly correlation scores
vary with forecast day, compared to the results from
ECMWF shown in this chapter?
B12. Find a web site that shows plots of the Lorenz
“butterfly”, similar to Fig. 20.18. Even better, search
the web for a 3-D animation, showing how the solution chaotically shifts from wing to wing.
B13. Search the web for other equations that have
different strange attractors. Discuss how the equations and attractors differ from those of Lorenz.
B14. Examine from the web the forecast maps that
are produced by various forecast centers. Instead
of looking at the quality of the forecasts, look at the
quality of the weather map images that are served on
the web. Which forecast centers produce the maps
that are most attractive? Which are easiest to understand? Which are most useful? What geographic
map projections are used for your favorite maps?
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B15. Search the web for a meteogram of the weather forecast for your town (or for a town near you,
or a town specified by the instructor). What are the
advantages and disadvantages of using meteograms
to present weather forecasts, rather than weather
maps?
B16. Search the web for a summary of different options that are used for physics parameterizations in
WRF, or other model selected by your instructor.
B17. Search the web for images/photos of some of
the earliest computers used in weather forecasting,
such as the ENIAC computer. Discuss how computers have changed.
B18. Find examples of probabilistic forecasts on the
web. Print a few examples and discuss.
B19. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is the
name for numerical methods used to solve fluid dynamics equations in engineering. Search the web for
images of CFD forecasts for the finest grid resolution
that you can find. What flow situation is it solving?
What are the grid spacings and time steps?

20.9.2. Apply

A1. An NWP model has a bottom hydrostatic pressure of 95 kPa over the mountains, and a top pressure of 5 kPa. Find the sigma coordinate value for a
height where the pressure (kPa) is:
a. 90 b. 85 c. 80 d. 75 e. 70 f. 65 g. 60 h. 55
i. 50 j. 45 k. 40 m. 35 n. 30 o. 25 p 20
A2. For a polar stereographic map projection with
a reference latitude of 60°, find the (x, y) coordinates
on the map that corresponds to the lat & lon at:
a. Montreal b. Boston c. New York City
d. Philadelphia e. Baltimore f. Washington DC
g. Atlanta h. Miami i. Toronto j. Chicago
k. St. Louis m. New Orleans n. Minneapolis
o. Kansas City p. Oklahoma City q. Dallas
r. Denver s. Phoenix t. Vancouver
u. Seattle v. San Francisco w. Los Angeles
x. A location specified by your instructor
A3. For a polar stereographic map projection with a
reference latitude of 90°, find the map factors mo, mx,
and my for latitudes (°) of:
a. 90 b. 85 c. 80 d. 75 e. 70 f. 65 g. 60 h. 55
i. 50 j. 45 k. 40 m. 35 n. 30 o. 25 p 20
A4. Estimate subgrid-scale cloud coverage of low
and high clouds for a grid-average RH (%) of:
a. 70 b. 75 c. 80 d. 85 e. 90 f. 95 g. 100

A5. Given the following temperature T values (°C) at
the indicated grid-point indices (i) for ∆X = 10 km:
i: 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
T: 30 27 26 28 24 20 18 23 25 25
Find the gradient ∆T/∆x for upwind first-order difference, centered second-order difference, and centered fourth-order difference, at grid index i:
a. 3 b. 4 c. 5 d. 6
e. 7
f. 8
A6. Same as the previous exercise, except find the
advection term –U·∆T/∆x for a C grid with U values
(m s–1) of:
i: 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5
U: 3
3
4
5
7
10 14 19 25
A7(§). Suppose that an equation of motion in some
strange universe has the form ∆U/∆t = U·t2/τo3
where constant τo = 1 min, and variable wind U = 1
m s–1 initially (t = 0). With time steps of ∆t = 1 min,
use the (a) Euler method, (b) leapfrog method, and
(c) fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to forecast the
value of U at t = 5 min. Compare your results to
the analytical solution of U = Uo · exp[ (1/3)·(t/τo)3]
where Uo = 1 m s–1 is the initial condition. [Hint: for
the leapfrog method, you will need to use the Euler
forward method for the first step.] Show your work
and the results at each time step.
A8(§). Given a 1-D array consisting of 12 grid points
in the x-direction with the following initial temperatures (°C). Ti(t=0) =
20 24 20 16 20 24 20 16 20 24 20 16 20
for i = 1 to 12. Assume that the lateral boundaries are cyclic, so that the number sequence repeats
outside this primary domain. Grid spacing is 5 km,
and wind speed is from the west at 10 m s–1. Use
the leapfrog time-step method (except for the first
time step) and 4th-order spatial differencing. Make
enough time steps to forecast out to t = 5000 s. Use
time steps of size ∆t (s) =
a. 100 b. 200 c. 300 d. 400 e. 500 f. 600
Plot the temperature graph at each time step, and
comment on the numerical stability.
A9. Given the following pairs of [grid spacings (km),
wind speeds (m s–1)], find the largest time step that
satisfies the CFL criterion.
a. [0.1, 50] b. [0.2, 30] c. [0.5, 75] d. [1.0, 50]
e. [2, 40]
f. [3, 80]
g. [5, 50]
h. [10, 100]
i. [15, 75] j. [20, 20]
k. [33, 50] m. [50, 75]
A10. A program has 3 subprograms that each take 1/3
of the running time of the whole program. If the first
subprogram is sped up 10 times, the second subprogram is sped up 40%, and the third one is sped up as
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indicated, what is the total speedup of the program?
a. 10% b. 50% c. 75% d. 100% e. 3 times
f. 5 times g. 10 times h. 20 times i. 50 times
A11. A surface weather station reports a temperature of 20°C with an observation error of σT = 1°C.
An NWP model forecasts temperature of 24°C at the
same point. For optimum interpolation, find the
analysis temperature and the cost function if the
NWP forecast error (°C) is
a. 0.2 b. 0.4 c. 0.6 d. 0.8 e. 1.0 f. 1.2
g. 1.5 h. 2.0 i. 3
j. 4
k. 5
A12. Suppose the first guess pressure in an optimum interpolation is 100 kPa, with an error of 0.2
kPa. Find the analysis pressure if an observation of
P = 102 kPa was observed by:
a. surface weather station		 b. ship
c. Southern Hemisphere manual analysis
A13(§). A surface weather station at P = 100 kPa reports a dew-point temperature of Td = 10°C with an
observation error of σTd = 3°C. An NWP model forecasts a mixing ratio of r = 12 g kg–1 at the same point.
For variational data assimilation, find the analysis
mixing ratio (in g kg–1, and plot the variation of the
cost function with mixing ratio) if the NWP mixingratio forecast error (g kg–1) is:
a. 0.1 b. 0.2 c. 0.4 d. 0.5 e. 0.7 f. 1.0
g. 1.2 h. 1.5 i. 2 j. 2.5 k. 3 m. 4 n. 5
[Hint: Use (4.15b) from the Water Vapor chapter as
your “H” function to convert from r to Td.]
A14. Using Fig. 20.14 estimate at what forecast range
(days) do we lose the ability to forecast:
a. tornadoes			b. hurricanes
c. fronts				d. cyclones
e. Rossby waves f. thunderstorms
g. Boras				h. lenticular clouds
A15. Given the following pairs of x, y values. Use
linear regression to find the slope and intercept of
the best-fit straight line.
		x= 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
a. y= 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.7
b. y= 2
4
7
7 10 12 16 14 18
c. y= 7
9 12 12 15 17 21 19 23
d. y= –3 –1 2
2
5
7 11 9 13
e. y= 10 7 9
8
6
3
3
3
2
f. y= –20 –25 –30 –35 –40 –45 –50 –55 –60
A16. Given the forecast bias input (y, thin line) in
Fig. 20.G, plot the Kalman filter estimate x of tomorrow’s bias for error variance ratios (r) of:
a. 0.001 b. 0.002 c. 0.005 d. 0.01 e. 0.03
f. 0.04 g. 0.05 h. 0.07 i. 0.08 j. 0.09 k. 0.1
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A17. Using the MOS regression from the Sample
Application in this chapter, calculate the predictand
if each of the predictors based on forecast-model
output increased by
a. 1%		 b. 2%.		 c. 3%		 d. 4%		 e. 5%
f. 6%.		 g. 7%		 h. 8%		 i. 9%		 j. 10%
A18.(§) For the Lorenz equations, with the same parameters and initial conditions as used in this chapter, reproduce the results similar to the first Sample
Application, except for all 1000 time steps. Also:
a. Plot L and C on the same graph vs. time.
b. Plot M vs. L
c. Plot L vs C.
A19.(§) Given the following fields of 50-kPa height
(km). Find the:
a. mean forecast error
b. mean persistence error
c. mean absolute forecast error
d. mean squared forecast error
e. mean squared climatology error
f. mean squared forecast error skill score
g. RMS forecast error
h. correlation coefficient between forecast
		and verification
i. forecast anomaly correlation
j. persistence anomaly correlation
k. Draw height contours by hand for each field,
		 to show locations of ridges and troughs.
Each field (i.e., each weather map) below covers an
area from North to South and West to East.
Analysis:
		5.2
5.3
5.4
5.3
		5.3
5.4
5.5
5.4
		5.4
5.5
5.6
5.5
		5.5
5.6
5.7
5.6
		5.6
5.7
5.8
5.7
Forecast:
		5.3
5.4
5.5
5.4
		5.5
5.4
5.5
5.6
		5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
		5.8
5.7
5.6
5.7
		5.9
5.8
5.7
5.8
Verification:
		5.3
5.3
5.3
5.4
		5.4
5.3
5.4
5.5
		5.5
5.4
5.5
5.5
		5.7
5.5
5.6
5.6
		5.8
5.7
5.6
5.6
Climate:
		5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
		5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
		5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
		5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
		5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
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A20. Given the following contingency table, calculate all the binary verification statistics.
						Observation
						Yes		No
Forecast Yes: 150		 65
				No:
50			100
A21. Given forecasts having the contingency table
of exercise N20. Protective cost is $5k to avoid a loss
of $50k. Climatological frequency of the event is
50%. (a) Find the value of the forecast. (b) If you
can get probabilistic forecasts, then what probability
would you want in order to decide to take protective
action?
A22. Given the table below of k = 1 to 20 forecasts
of probability pk that 24-h accumulated precipitation
will be above 25 mm, and the verification ok = 1 if the
observed precipitation was indeed above this threshold. (a) Find the Brier skill score. (b) For probability
bins of width ∆p = 0.2, plot a reliability diagram, and
(c) find the reliability Brier skill score.
k		 pk		 ok				k		 pk		 ok
1		0.9		1				11		0.4		0
2		0.85 1				12		0.35 0
3		0.8		0				13		0.3		1
4		0.75 1				14		0.25 0
5		0.7		1				15		0.2		0
6		0.65 1				16		0.15 1
7		0.6		0				17		0.1		0
8		0.55 1				18		0.05 0
9		0.5		0				19		0.02 0
10		0.45 1				20		0		0
A23. For any one part of this exercise (Ex a to Ex
d) of this problem, a 10-member ensemble forecast
system forecasts probabilities that 24-h accumulated
rainfall will exceed 5 mm. The observation flags (o)
and forecast probabilities (p) are given in the table
(in the next column) for a 30-day period. Calculate
the hit rate and false-alarm rate for the full range
of allowed probability thresholds, and plot the result as a ROC diagram. Also find the area under the
ROC curve and find the ROC skill score.

Data for calculations of a ROC diagram:
Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

o
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

(Ex a) (Ex b) (Ex c) (Ex d)

p(%)
50
20
20
60
50
20
30
90
40
30
100
10
0
10
80

p(%)
10
0
30
40
30
40
50
80
70
100
100
0
0
10
40

p(%)
100
0
90
90
0
0
10
80
10
80
70
10
20
20
70

p(%)
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
0
10
20
30

Day
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

o
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

(Ex a) (Ex b) (Ex c) (Ex d)

p(%)
60
70
90
80
70
10
10
0
0
80
0
0
100
10
90

p(%)
30
60
70
80
70
80
90
0
10
40
30
40
70
60
10

p(%)
20
60
60
60
30
30
30
40
40
50
40
0
50
0
50

p(%)
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
0

20.9.3. Evaluate & Analyze

E1. Use the meteogram of Fig. 20.1.
a. After 20 Feb, when does the low pass closest
		 to Des Moines, Iowa?
b. During which days does it rain, and which
		 does it snow?
c. During which days is there cold-air
		advection?
d. Based on the wind direction, does the low
		 center pass north or south of Des Moines.
e. After 20 Feb, when does the cold front pass
		Des Moines?
f. What is the total amount of precipitation that
		 fell during the midweek storm?
g. How does this forecast, which was initialized
		 with data from 19 Feb, compare with the
		 actual observations (refer to a previous
		chapter)?
E2(§). Reproduce the polar stereographic map from
the Sample Application for map projections. Then
add:
a. Greenland b. Europe c. Asia
d. your location if in the N. Hemisphere.
E3. If Moore’s law continues to hold, and if forecast
skill continues to improve as it has in the past, then
estimate the transistor count on an integrated circuit, and the skillful forecast period (days) for the
year: a. 2010 b. 2015 c. 2020 d. 2025 e. 2030
Also, comment on what factors might cause errors
in your estimate.
E4. Speculate on the capability of weather forecasting if digital computers had not been invented.
E5. Critique the validity of a statement that “A variable mesh grid is analogous to a number of discrete
nested grids.”
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E6. What procedure (i.e., what equations and how
they are manipulated) would you use to create the
4th-order centered difference of eq. (20.BA6).
E7. If NWP Corollaries 1 and 2 did not exist, describe tricks that you could use to increase the speed
of numerical weather forecasts.
E8. Write a finite-difference equation similar to eq.
(20.13) for the shaded grid cell of Fig. 20.9, but for:
a. vertical advection
b. advection in the y-direction
E9. Draw the stencil of grid points used for computing horizontal advection, but for the ___ grid for
2nd-order spatial differencing.
a. A b. B c. D
E10. If the atmosphere is balanced, and if observations of the atmosphere are perfectly accurate, why
would numerical models of the atmosphere start out
imbalanced?
E11. For the case study forecast of Figs. 20.15, first
photocopy the figures. Then, on each map
a. Draw the likely location for fronts.
b. Indicate the locations of low centers
c. Comment on the forecast accuracy for fronts,
cyclones, and the large-scale flow for this case.
E12. Suppose you are making weather forecasts for
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which is close to the intersection of the 40°N parallel and 80°W meridian,
shown by the intersection of latitude and longitude
lines in Figs. 20.15 just south of Lake Erie. During
the 7.5 days prior to 00 UTC 24 Feb 94, your temperature forecasts for 00 UTC 24 Feb would likely change
as you received newer updated forecast maps.
What is your temperature forecast for 00 UTC 24
Feb, if you made it ___ days in advance from the ECMWF forecast charts of Fig. 20.15?
a. 7.5		 b. 5.5		 c. 3.5		 d. 1.5
e. and which forecast was closest to the actual
		verifying analysis?
E13.(§) Suppose the Lorenz equations were modified by assuming that C = L. For the second two
Lorenz equations, replace every C with L, and recalculate for the first 1000 time steps.
a. Plot L and M vs. time on the same graph.
b. Plot M vs. L.
Note that the solution converges to a steady-state solution. On the graph of M vs. L, this is called a fixed
point. This fixed point is an attractor, but not a
strange attractor.
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c. Describe what type of physical circulation is
		 associated with this solution.
E14. Experiment with the Lorenz equations on a
spreadsheet. Over what range of values of the parameters σ, b, and r, do the solutions still exhibit chaotic solutions similar to that shown in Fig. 20.18?
E15. A pendulum swings with a regular oscillation.
a. Plot the position of the pendulum vs. time.
b. Plot the velocity of the pendulum vs. time.
c. Plot the position vs. velocity. This is a called
a phase diagram according to chaos theory. How
does it differ from the phase diagram (i.e., the butterfly) of the Lorenz strange attractor?
E16. Use the ensemble forecast for Des Moines in
Fig. 20.19.
a. What 85-kPa temperature forecast, and with
		 what reliability, would you make for
		 forecast day: 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 ?
b. Which temperature ranges would you be
		 confident to forecast would NOT occur, for
		 day: 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 ?
c. In spite of the forecast uncertainty, are you
		 confident about the general trends in
		temperature?
d. Could you confidently forecast when rain is
		 most likely? If so, how much rain would
		you predict?
E17. Fit an exponential curve to the persistence data
of Fig. 20.22. What is the e-folding time?
E18. In what order are weather maps presented in
the weather briefing given by your favorite local TV
meteorologist? What are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach compared to the order
suggested in this chapter?

20.9.4. Synthesize

S1. Learn what an analog computer is, and how it
differs from a digital computer. If automated weather forecasts were made with analog rather than digital computers, how would forecasts be different, if
at all?
S2. a. Suppose that there were no weather observations in the western half of N. America. How would
the forecast quality over Washington, DC, and Ottawa, Canada, be different, if at all? Given that national legislators live in those cities, speculate on
the changes that they would require of the national
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weather services in the USA and Canada in order to
improve the forecasts.
b. Extending the discussion from part (a), suppose
that weather observations are back to normal in N.
America, but the seats of government were moved to
Seattle and Vancouver. Given what you know about
the Pacific data void, speculate on the changes that
they would require of the national weather services
in the USA and Canada in order to improve the forecasts.
S3. How many grid points are needed to forecast
over the whole world with roughly 1-m grid spacing? When do you anticipate computer power will
have the capability to do such a forecast? What, if
any, are the advantages to such a forecast?
S4. Design a grid arrangement different from that
in Fig. 20.9, but which is more efficient (i.e., involves
fewer calculations) or utilizes a smaller stencil.
S5. a. Suppose one person developed and ran a
NWP model that gave daily forecasts with twice the
skill as those produced by any other NWP model
run operationally around the world. What power
and wealth could that person accumulate, and how
would they do it? What would be the consequences,
and who would suffer?
b. Same question as part (a), but for one country
rather than one person.
S6. Look up the Runge-Kutta finite-difference method in a book or internet site on numerical methods.
Find equations for a Runge-Kutta method that is
higher order than fourth-order. Can you implement
this method on a computer spreadsheet? Try it.
S7. Suppose that there was not a CFL numerical stability criterion that restricted the time step that can
be used for NWP. How would NWP be different, if
at all? Even without a numerical stability criterion,
would there be any other restrictions on the time
step? If so, discuss.
S8. Speculate on the ability of national forecast centers to make timely weather forecasts if a computer
hacker destroyed the internet and other world-wide
data networks.

S9. If greater spread of ensemble members in an
ensemble forecast means greater uncertainty, then
is greater spread desirable or undesirable in an ensemble forecast?
S10. Which would likely give more-accurate forecasts: a categorical model with very fine grid spacing, or an average of ensemble runs where each ensemble member has coarse grid spacing? Why?
S11. Same as the previous question, but specifically
for over steep mountainous terrain. Discuss.
S12. Finite-difference equations are approximations
to the full, differential equations that describe the
real atmosphere. However, such finite-difference
equations can also be thought of as exact representations of a numerical atmosphere that behaves according to different physics. How is this numerical atmosphere different from the real atmosphere?
How would physical laws differ for this numerical
atmosphere, if at all? When the NWP model runs
for a long time, if it approaches steady state, is this
state equal to the real climate or to the “model” climate?
S13. Suppose that electricity did not exist. How
would you make numerical weather forecasts? Also,
how would you disseminate the results to customers?
S14. How good must a numerical forecast be, to be
good enough? Should the quality and value of a
weather forecast be determined by meteorologists,
computer scientists, or end users? Discuss.
S15. Lorenz suggested that there is a limit to predictability. Is that a “hard” limit, or might it be possible to make skillful forecasts beyond that limit?
Discuss.
S16. Comment on the interconnectivity of the atmosphere, as expressed by NWP corollary 1.

